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§ 0. Introduction.
«Pruning» is, in its generalmost definition, a relation between two (labelled, oriented) trees. A tree T is a pruning of a tree U iff T is obtained out of U by replacing by «holes» some subtrees of U. From now on, we will abbreviate «T is a pruning of U» by «T ≤ U». By «T < U» we will mean «T ≤ U and T ≠ U». 
Expressions of a formal language are a particular kind of labelled trees; thus, pruning is, in particular, a relation between well-formed expressions e, e' of a given formal language. We have e ≤ e' iff e is obtained out of e' by replacing some subexpressions of e' by the dummy constant (), that we will use to represent a «hole». For instance, suppose <…> be the constructor of n-ples (taking any number n of arguments). Then <a, (), c> ≤ <a, b, c>.

In the first half of this paper we study how the «input/ouput behaviour» of a simply typed l-term is affected by pruning (a study started in Goad [Go78]). That is, we will study how the behaviour of a l-term changes if we replace some parts of it by ().
Our main result (a bit unexpected) is that the behaviour does not change if the type does not. We will prove that, if t, u  A are simply typed l-term in some context G, then
t ≤ u   ﬁ   t =obs u
(where «t =obs u» roughly means «t, u have the same input/ouput behaviour»).
More in general, we will prove that the change in behaviour depends only upon the change of type. We will define a family of «canonical» projections sB, A  BÆA, and we will prove that, if t  A, u  B are simply typed l-term in some context G, then
t ≤ u   ﬁ   t =obs sB, A(u).
In other words, if t ≤ u then the behaviour of t is completely determined once we know u and the type of t.

In the second half of the paper we will explore possible applications of these results. 
l-terms may be considered as (typed, functional) programs. If t ≤ u, then, since t is obtained by removing some parts of u, we may reasonably expect that, in any computation, the program t requires less time and space than u. Besides, if t and u have the same type and context, then (as we already said) t, u have the same input/output behaviour, that is, in any computation we may replace u with t without affecting the final result. Summing up 
if t ≤ u and t, u have the same type and context, then t is an optimized version of u.
More parts of u we have to erase in order to get t, more such optimization is sharp. The best optimization will correspond to the maximum of erasure. That is, the best optimization of u (among those we may obtain in this way) is the minimum of the set
{t well-formed | t ≤ u and t, u have the same type and context }.

We will prove that such minimum always exists, and we will also define a map Fl {simply typed l-terms}Æ{simply typed l-terms}which computes it. Fl is an improvement of Takayama's pruning algorithm [Tak91], whose work motivated this paper in first place. Then we will study the space and time gain we may obtain using Fl. The theoretical results we obtain are quite promising.
Yet, the effective use of Fl is limited by the fact that in hand-writted programs there is very little pruning to do. In other words, if t is a hand-written program, then either Fl(t) = t, or Fl(t) < t but the difference between Fl(t) and t is quite small. This is because it is unlike that, if we write a program ourselves, we insert in it parts which may be replaced by dummy constants (without affecting the well-formation of the program).
The effective use of Fl (if any) should concern programs with large removable parts. This seems to be the case of programs generated by other programs. The original motivation for defining Fl was to simplify programs obtained by automatic translation from constructive proofs. At least in this case, Fl seems to be useful (see § 8 for more details). 
Fl could also be useful in simplifying programs obtained instanciating more complex programs, or programs obtained by automatic translation from other languages. But we did not seriously study these cases.

This is the plan of the paper. The first part (§ 1-3) contains the Main Theorem, and the second part (§ 4-9) extensions and applications of it. More in details
In § 1 we introduce Gödel's system T, a simply typed l-calculus with primitive recursion, and the notion of observational equality for its l-terms. The results of this paper will hold for system T, and several extensions of it.
In § 2 we define the pruning relation for l-terms.
In § 3 we derive the Main theorem of this paper if t, u are simply typed l-term  in some context G, and t ≤ u, then we cannot observe any difference between the behaviour of t and u.

In § 4 we generalize the Main Theorem. We prove that, if t ≤ u and t, u are in the same context, then the difference between the behaviour of t and u depends only upon the difference between their types. This result is not used elsewhere in the paper, and this section may be skipped in a first reading.
In § 5 we prove that for each term there exists a minimum pruning of it, among those having the same context and type. We use this theorem to define a map Fl  {terms of T}Æ{terms of T}, which given a term t returns an optimized version Fl(t) of it.
In § 6 we define FL, a slightly more powerful version of Fl.
In § 7 we study the gains we may obtain, for what concerns computational time and space, by replacing t with Fl(t) or FL(t).
In § 8 we discuss what could be the use of the map FL. This section is self-contained and  may be red independently of the rest of of the paper.
In § 9 we introduce an algorithm to compute Fl(t), FL(t), which makes use of Möhring's marking (Möhring [1988]). Also this section is self-contained.


Part 1 The Main Theorem.

§ 1. Gödel's system T.
In this section we introduce the simply typed l-calculi we will deal with in this paper a version of Gödel's system T. System T is a simply typed l-calculus, having an atomic type N for natural numbers, and primitive recursion on N. The results of this paper will hold for T and several extensions of it.

We will first describe our variant of system T informally. Our variant contains the set N of integers, arrow types, product types, l, appl, <., .>, pi2. Each constant or variable has a type superscript. We have the algebraic constants 0N,   SNÆN, and the higher order constants for primitive recursion recN,A,(N,AÆA)ÆA, one for each type A.
Since we are interesting in studying pruning, that is, subexpressions removal for the system T, we will also consider a constant () and an atomic type U denoting the «hole» left when we remove, respectively, a term or a type. () is the only element of the type U.

Since U is a singleton, then A¥U, U¥B, UÆC, DÆU are set-theoretically isomorphic to A, B, C, U. This means that expressions containing U are redundant, and they may be sharply simplified. In fact, (), U will be used only as a temporary tool, for the theoretical study of pruning. Eventually, when such study will be over, they will be of no more use, and they will be removed. We will explain the details in § 6. For instance, we will replace A¥U, U¥B, UÆC respectively with A, B, C, and 
<a, ()>,   <(), b>,   lxU.c,   f()
respectively with 
a,   b,   c,   f.
We will now sum up the informal presentation above into a formal definition of T. 

Definition 1 (a variant of Gödel's system T).
(i) Let a be U or N. Then the types of T are inductively defined by the following grammar
A 	= a | A¥A | AÆA
(ii) The set of constants of T is 
ST 	=df {()U, 0N, SNÆN}»{recN,A,(N,AÆA)ÆA | A type}. 
(iii) Let A denote any type, x any name for variable, and cA any element of ST.
Then the pseudoterms of T are inductively defined by the following grammar
t	= cA | xA | lxA.t | t(t) | <t, t> | pi, A1, A2(t)
(iii) A context is any finite set of variables having pairwise distinct names (we do not allow, say, xN and xNÆN in the same context).
(iv) Let t, f, a1, a2 be any pseudoterm and A, B, A1, A2 any types. The rule for deriving the statement t  A («t has type A») in a context G are

cAŒ ST		xAŒG
______   	_____
cA  A       	xA  A    

        G, [xA]
        …
        t  B	f  AÆB   a  A	a1  A1        a2  A2	t  A1¥A2
__________	____________ 	_______________	___________
lxA.t  AÆB	       f(a)  B	< a1, a2 >  A1¥A2	pi,A1,A2(t)  Ai

A pseudoterm t is a term iff t  A is derivable, in some context G and for some A.
(v) The reductions of T are b, p
(lxA.t)(u)	Æb 	t[x=u]		(b)
pi(<a1, a2>) 	Æp 	ai		(pi)
and the (higher order) algebraic reductions for rec
rec(0, a, f) 	Ærec0 	a		(rec0)
rec(S(n), a, f) 	ÆrecS 	f(n)(rec(n, a, f))     	(recS)

For sake of readability, we will often drop type subscritpts and superscripts. We will also write A¥(B¥(C …)), and AÆ(BÆ(…C)) in the more readable forms A¥B¥C … and A,B,…ÆC. We call «atom» an atomic type, and we reserve the lower case greek letters a, b, g, d, … for denoting atoms. The constant recN,A,(N,AÆA)ÆA will sometimes be abbreviated by recA. 
We denote the set of free variables of a term t by FV(t), as usual. A term t has context G iff FV(t) Õ G.We suppose that substitution involve a-conversion, in order ot avoid variables clashes. Substitutions are maps from some finite set of variables, denoted by dom(s), to the set of terms. We denote substitutions with s, t, …. A substitution s is on t iff FV(t) Õ dom(s); it isclosed iff s(x) is closed for each xŒdom(s).
We denote  with Æ1 the contextual closure of Æb » Æp » Ærec0 » ÆrecS. We will denote n steps of Æ1 with  Æn, and at most (at least) n steps with Æ≤n (with Æ≥n). We will denote any finite (and possibly zero) number of reduction steps by Æ*.We will denote confluence (to have a common reduct) by =R. 
We will call algebraic the terms containing only constants of the form fa1, …,anÆb (fb if n = 0), and variables of the form xa, and applications. System T contains only the algebraic terms of the form (), or Sk(0), Sk(xN) for some k, but in § 8 we will consider systems with more algebraic terms.
We will call  U-free a term if U (and consequently also ()) does not occur in it. Eventually (see § 6) each term, but () itself, will be turned into an U-free term «equivalent» to it.

An optional set of reduction rules are the h-rules
lx.f(x)		Æh	f 	(if xœFV(f))
<p21(a), p22(a)>	Æs	a 
If we add the h-rules to our systems we will denote convergence with =Rh.

A last notion we need to introduce is the observational equality =obs. Roughly speaking, we have t =obs u if «we cannot observe any difference between the behaviour of t and the behaviour of u».

Definition 2. Let t, u be any terms having the same type A. Then we define
(i) If t, u are closed	(t =obs u) 	€df ("closed f  AÆN)(f(t) =R f(u))
(ii) For any t, u	(t =obs u) 	€df ("closed s on t, u)(s(t) =obs s(u)).

The reader should think of a closed function f  AÆN as an «observation», aiming to discover any difference in the behaviour of t, u. If no observation is able to discover any difference between t and u, then we say that t, u are «observationally equal». Observational equality is a notion of program equivalence. It allows us to identify «essentially equivalent» programs (say, two different programs for the addition), even when they are not convertible. The main goal of this paper is to study under which condition pruning preserves =obs. 
=obs has been choosed because it has a short definition, yet it is equivalent to the main notions of program equivalence which has been proposed for Gödel's T. In particular, =obs is equivalent to extensional equality, topmost equality and equality in a PER model (see [Sta86], [Ber93a] for a proof and a more detailed discussion about program equivalence).

 We propose to the reader the following example, if (s)he want to familiarize (her)himself with =obs.

Example 1. Let f, g  NÆN. Check that f =obs g implies ("closed n  N)(f(n) =R g(n)), in other words, that f, g have the same input/ouput behaviour.
(Hint consider the «observation» lhNÆN.h(n)  (NÆN)ÆN. Also the converse of example 1 holds, but it is far more difficult to prove).

We end this section by collecting into a Theorem and two Lemmas some well-known properties of T and =obs. We suppose the definition of equational theory known to the reader.

Theorem 0. (Martin-Löf, Tait).
System T is Church Rosser and Strongly normalizing.

Proof. 
We refer to Barendregt [Ba93].

Lemma 0.
(i)   There exists a family {cA  A | A type} of closed terms, one for each type of T.
(ii)  Any closed normal form of T having an atomic type is closed algebraic.
(iii) A closed algebraic term is either equal to () or U-free.

Proof.
(i) Let us define cA by induction on A. If A = U, N, then we put  cA = (), 0; if A = B¥C, then we put  cA = <cB, cC>; if A = BÆC, then we put cA = lxB.cC.
(ii) and (iii). Let t be any closed normal form having an atomic type. We will prove that it has the shape (), or Sk(0) for some integer k. As a consequence, t will be algebraic, and either equal to () or U-free.
Consider the tree form of t. Since t is normal and it has atomic type, its leftmost branch consists of elimination rules only (that is, of appl , pi only), and it ends into a free variable or in a constant (See [Pra65] for a proof of this fact). Since t is also closed, its leftmost branch must end into a constant c.
If c is an algebraic constant ((), 0, or S), then t must have the shape (), 0, S(u), for some closed normal u having type N. By induction hypothesis, u contains only algebraic constants, and we are done.
If c is a higher order constant rec, then we derive a contradiction. In this case, t must contain a term of the shape rec(n)(a)(f), with n closed normal, and having type N. By induction hypothesis, n is algebraic. This implies n = 0 or S(m); in both cases, t would not be normal.

Lemma 1 (Statman, 1986). =obs is the maximal consistent equational theory for T.
(In particular, since =Rh is a consistent theory, we have t =Rh u ﬁ t =obs u)

Proof.
For the (trivial) proof that =obs is a consistent theory we refer to [Ber93a]. Assume now t =T u in some consistent equational theory T, in order to prove t =obs u.
If t, u are closed, then from t =T u we deduce ("closed f  AÆN)(f(t) =T f(u)). Since f(t), f(u) are closed of type N, then their normal forms, by 0.(ii) above, have the shape Sh(0), Sk(0). If h = k, then f(t) =R f(u) and t =obs u. Suppose by contradiction h ≠ k. Then, using primitive recursion, for all a, b  A we are able to define some function g = ga,b  NÆA such that
g(Sh(0)) =R  a   and   g(Sk(0)) =R b.
From t =T u we conclude a =R g(t) =T g(u) =R b, and thus a =T b, for all a, b  A. This contradicts the consistency of T.
If t, u are open, then from t =T u we deduce ("closed s on t, u)(s(t) =T s(u)). Since s(t), s(u) are closed, we already know how to deduce s(t) =obs s(u). We conclude t =obs u.


§ 2. A notion of pruning for simply typed l-terms.
In this section we formally define the notion of pruning for simply typed l-terms, the subject of this paper.

Definition 3. Let A, B be any types, and s be any constant or a variable, and x be any variable, and t, u be terms. Suppose e, e' be expressions (terms or types). We define e ≤ e' (to be red «e is a pruning of e'») inductively, as follows
(())	() ≤ t, for any term t.
(U)	U ≤ A, for any type A.

(atom) 	a  ≤ a, for any atom a
(Æ) 	AÆB 	≤ A'ÆB'	if A ≤ A' and B ≤ B'
(¥)	A¥B 	≤ A'¥B'	if A ≤ A' and B ≤ B'

(symb)	sA 	≤ sA' 	if A ≤ A'
(l)	lxA.t 	≤ lx'A'.t'	if A ≤ A' and t[xA = zA] ≤ t'[x'A' = zA'], 
			for some fresh variable z
(ap)	t(u) 	≤ t'(u') 	if t ≤ t'   and u ≤ u'	
(<>)	<t, u>	≤ <t', u'> 	if t ≤ t'   and u ≤ u'
(pi)	pi(t) 	≤ pi(t') 	if t ≤ t'   

The meaning of the clauses (()) and (U) is that pruning may replace a term or a type with a «hole», denoted, respectively, by (), U. In other words, a term or a type may be completely removed. The meaning of the remaining clauses is that such replacing may take place on (any number of) subexpressions. In the clause (l) we replace x, x' with some fresh variable z in order to define a relation ≤ invariant under a-conversion. Without  such caution, we would have lx.x ≤ lx.x, but not lx.x ≤ ly.y. 
Pruning transforms a type into a simpler type, and a term into a simpler term (possibly having a different type). Remark that the relation ≤ is defined only on well-formed expressions; thus, each time we write t ≤ u, we are implicitely assuming that t, u are well-formed. We have the following straightforward

Criterion for ≤. Let A, A' be types and t, t' be terms.
(i) A ≤ A' iff 
either 	A = U, 
or 	A = A'  = a for some atom a, 
or 	A = A1¥A2, A' = A'1¥A'2 	and Ai ≤ A'i for i = 1, 2, 
or 	A = A1ÆA2, A' = A'1ÆA'2 	and Ai ≤ A'i for i = 1, 2, 
(ii) t ≤ t' iff
either	t = (), 
or	t = sA, t' = sA', 		and A ≤ A', for some constant or variable s, 
or	t = lxAb, t' = lx'A'b', 	and A ≤ A', b[xA = zA] ≤ b'[x'A'= zA'] (z fresh),
or	t = f(a), t' = f'(a'), 	and () < f ≤ f', and a ≤ a'
or 	t = <a1, a2>, t' = <a'1, a'2>, 	and ai ≤ a'i for i = 1, 2, 
or 	t = pi(c), t' = pi(c'), 	and () < c ≤ c'.

Proof.
The clauses () < f, () < c follows by the well-formation of t, all the rest by definition of ≤.

We will often use the Criterion for ≤ without quoting it. We will write t < u as a shorthand for «t ≤ u and t ≠ u», and t ≥ u, t > u as synonyms of u ≤ t and u < t.. We propose now some examples of pruning

Example 2. Check
(i) A¥B¥(CÆD)  >  U¥B¥(CÆD), A¥U¥(CÆD), A¥B¥(UÆD)  >  U¥U¥(UÆD)  >  U.
(ii) f(a, b) >  f'(a, ()), f"((), b)  >  f"'((), ())  >  ()	
(supposing f  (A,BÆC), f'  (A,UÆC), f"  (U,BÆC), f"'  (U,UÆC) and f ≥ f', f" ≥ f"')
(iii) <a, b>  >  <a, ()>, <(), b> >  ()
(iv) lxAlyB.x  >  lxAlyU.x 
*(v) lxA.x  >  lyA.x does not hold if x ≠ y.

Expression like U¥U¥(UÆD), f"'((),()) , lxAlyU.x, … are quite ugly to see, but if we remove (), U (as we will do eventually), they become just D, f"', lxA.x, … . The relation ≤ may be extended to contexts, as follows

Definition 4. Let G, D be two contexts (finite sets of variables). Then we put
G ≤ D   iff   "x name of variable (xAŒG) ﬁ ($B ≥ A)(xBŒD)

G ≤ D means that D contains all the variables of G, but with type superscripts greater or equal than those they have in G. And it means that D may also contain variables not in G.


§ 3. Pruning and observational behaviour.
In this section we will derive the main Theorem of this paper. We will prove that, if t, u  A in some context G, and t ≤ u, then t =obs u (there is no difference between the behaviour of t, u). This will imply that the program t is a simplified version of the program u.
In the next section we will extend the main Theorem to the case t  A, u  B, and we will prove that the differences in behaviour between t, u depend only upon the differences between A and B, and not on t, u themselves. 

Our first step is to prove the main Theorem for closed normal terms having the same atomic type.

Lemma 2. Let t, u be terms and t ≤ u.
(i) If t is U-free, then t = u.
(i) If t is closed normal and it has an atomic type, then either t = ()U or t = u.

Proof. 
(i) No subexpression in u has been removed in order to obtain t, otherwise we would  find the placeholders U, ()U in t. Thus, t = u. (An alternative proof runs by induction on t).
(ii) By 0.(ii) t is algebraic, and by 0.(iii) either t = ()U, or t is U-free. In the second case, by point (i) above we conclude t = u.

We will now try to drop some of the hypothesis of Lemma 2. The hard step is to drop the hypothesis «t normal». We have first to prove a kind of «commutativity» between ≤ and substitution and reduction. This is done in the next two Lemmas.

Lemma 3. Let a' Ær b' be an algebraic reduction of the system T. If () < a ≤ a', then for some b ≤ b' we have a Ær b.

Proof. The possible shapes of a' Ær b' are
recC'(0, c', g') 		Ærec0  c'		(rec0)
recC'(S(n'), c', g') 		ÆrecS g'(n')(recC'(n', c', g'))	(recS)
By starting from () < a ≤ a', and applying four times the Criterion for ≤, we get a = recC(m, c, g), for some C, and some m ≤ 0 or m ≤ S(n') (versus pruning order), according to the case, and some c ≤ c', g ≤ g'. The term m is the first argument of recC, hence it has type N. Thus, () < m. From it we deduce either m = 0, or m = s(n) for some () < s ≤ S and some n ≤ n', according to the case. Since s ≤ S implies s = () or s = S, we must have s = S. We conclude a = recC(0, c, g), recC(S(n), c, g), and
recC(0, c, g) 		Æ c		(rec0)
recC(S(n), c, g)	 	Æ g(n)(recC(n, c, g))	(recS)
If we put b = c, g(n)(rec(n, c, g)), then we have b ≤ b', Q. E. D..

Lemma 4 (Commutation of ≤ with substitution and reduction). Let t, t', u, u' be any terms. Suppose xA be a variable of a context of t, and xA' a variable of the context of t', and u  A, u'  A'. Then
(i) 	t ≤ t', A ≤ A', u ≤ u'	ﬁ t[xA=u] ≤ t'[xA'=u']
(ii)	if t is a redex with reduct u', and t > (), then t is a redex with reduct u ≤ u'.
(iii) 	t ≤ t' and t'Æn u' 	ﬁ t Æ≤n u, 	for some u ≤ u'.

Proof.
(i) By induction on t. If t = (), then t[xA=u] = () ≤ t'[xA'=u']
Assume now t = sB, t' =  sB' for some constant or variable s and some B' ≥ B. We distinguish two subcases s = x and s ≠ x. In the subcase s = x, we have A = B and A' = B', because neither in the context of t nor in the context of u a variable may occur with two different types. Thus, t[xA=u] = u ≤ u' = t'[xA'=u']. In the subcase s ≠ x, we have t[xA=u] = sB ≤ sB' = t'[xA'=u'].
In the four remaining cases the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp..
(ii) Assume t' be a b-redex. Then, by applying the Criterion for ≤ twice, we have t = (lxA.b)(a), t' = (lx'A'.b')(a'), u' = b'[x'=a], with A ≤ A', b[xA=zA] ≤ b'[x'A'=zA'] (for some z fresh), a ≤ a'. By (i) above we obtain b[x=z][z=a] ≤ b'[x'=z][z=a']. Since z is fresh, we deduce b[x=a] ≤ b'[x'=a']. Thus, if we put u = b[x=a], we conclude u ≤ u' and t Æ1 u.
Assume t' be a p-redex. Then, by applying the Criterion for ≤ twice, we have t = pi(<a1, a2>) ≤ pi(<a1', a2'>) = t', with ai ≤ a'i for i = 1, 2. We have u' = a'i, and we may choose u = ai ≤ a'i = u'.
Assume t' be an algebraic redex. Then the thesis follows by Lemma 3.
(iii) It is enough to consider the case n = 1, the general case will follows by induction on n. Assume now t ≤ t' and t' Æ1 u', in order to prove t Æ≤1 u, for some u ≤ u'. We proceed by induction on t'. We may assume that  t > () (otherwise, t = (), and if we choose u = (), we obtain t Æ0 u ≤ u', independently of t', u'). If t' is not the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp.. If t' is the redex being reduced, we apply (ii) above and t > ().

We are now able to prove our main Theorem when t, u have the same type.

Theorem 1 (Main Theorem, weak form). Let t, u be any terms in the same context G. Then t, u  A and t ≤ u ﬁ t =obs u.

If G = Ø, and A = N, then let e the normal form of u. Then u Æn e for some n, and thus, by Lemma 4.(iii), t Æ≤n d for some d ≤ e. Since d  N and d is closed normal, we have d = e by Lemma 2. We conclude t =R u, hence t =obs u.
If G = Ø, and A is any type, then we assume f closed  AÆN in order to prove f(t) =R f(u).  From t ≤ u we deduce f(t) ≤ f(u). Since f(t), f(u) are closed of type N, then f(t) =R f(u) has already been proved in the previous case. Thus t =obs u also in this case.
Take now any t, u, A, G. Assume s be any closed substitution on t, u. Then  s(t) ≤ s(u) by Lemma 4.(i) (because t ≤ u, and each substitution may be simulated by a suitable sequence of unary substitutions). Therefore s(t) =obs s(u) by the previous reasoning. We conclude t =obs u, for any t, u, A, G satisfying the hypothesis of the Lemma.

We will now show what kind of applications we expect for the Main Theorem. Consider two closed terms t, u  NÆN such that t ≤ u. Then, since t =obs u, by the Exercice 1 we have t(n) =R u(n) for each natural number n. Thus, t, u are two programs having the same input/ouput behaviour, but t is simpler than u, because it has been obtained by removing some parts of u. In other words, Theorem 1 says that pruning is a way of simplifying programs, as long as type and context are preserved. This idea will be developped from section 5 on. 
The result contained in the Main Theorem is new, essentially because the relationship between pruning and input/output behaviour was never studied in general. Kreisel and Troelstra [KreTro78] proved that a particular kind of pruning preserves the «realization» relation, a result implied by our one. However, Kreisel and Troelstra's result is often enough, as long as we only consider the applications of pruning to Program Extraction.
We introduce now an example (due to Ch. Möhring) of simplification of a program using pruning.

Example 3. Consider the program u, taking in input an integer n  N, having two parameters x , y  N, two auxiliary functions f  NÆN, g  N, NÆN, and returning an integer output. The initial values of x, y are a, b, and for n times u replace x with f(x) and y with g(x, y). The output of u is the final value of x.
Write a l-term u  NÆN representing u. Then u(n) = fn(a), but the program u during its computation applies n times also g, and then it trashes the result. So g is useless and should be removed.
Find a t ≤ u which does not use g, but still computes fn(a); in other words, «prune» away g from u.

Solution. Represent the pair <x, y> with a single variable w  N¥N. 
Then put u = ln.p1(rec(n, <a, b>, h))  NÆN, with
h   =   lm, wN¥N. <f(p1(w)), g(p1(w), p2(w))>  N, N¥NÆN¥N
Then a term t ≤ u not contaning g is t = ln.p1(rec(n, <a, ()U>, h'))  NÆN, with
h'   =   lm, wN¥U. <f(p1(w)), ()U>  N, N¥UÆN¥U 
and h' ≤ h. If we remove all U's from t we obtain, for t, the more readable expression
ln.rec(n, a,  (lm, wN. f(w)))  NÆN.

The example contained in the example 3 is the protype of the simplifications that pruning may do in system T. In T, pruning only removes those parameters and subterms which do not contribute to the computation of the final output. On suitable extensions on T, pruning may perform finer simplifications (we refer to § 8 for details).


Part 2 extensions and applications of the Main Theorem.

§ 4. The Main Theorem (strong form).
In this section we we will extend the main Theorem, in order to describe the relationship between any t, u such that t ≤ u. This corresponds more to a theoretical curiosity than to a practical motivation indeed, the results of this section are not used elsewere in the paper.
We will define, for any A ≤ B, a «canonical» family iA, B  AÆB, sB, A  BÆA of embedding-projection pair. Then we will prove that (t  A, u  B  in the same context G and t ≤ u) ﬁ (t =obs sB,A(u)) (in other words, that the difference between the behaviour of t, u depends only on the types of t, u).

The idea for defining s, i  (introduced in Amadio-Bruce-Longo [ABL86]) is the following. If A = U ≤ B, then we embed U into B by sending the only element of U into a dummy constant cB, while we project B onto U by sending all elements of B into the only element of U. If A = A1¥A2 ≤ B = B1¥B2, then we embed and we project componentwise, using the previously defined embeddings and projections. If A = A1ÆA2 ≤ B = B1ÆB2, then in order to embed A into B we compose a function f  A1ÆA2 with the projection s  B1ÆA1 and the embedding i  A2ÆB2, obtaining i ˚ f ˚ s  B1ÆB2. In order to project we do the reverse.
This leads to the following definition

Definition 5 (Amadio-Longo [ABL86]). Let {cA  A | A type}be the family of closed terms defined by Lemma 0.(i). Suppose A ≤ B be any types. We define iA, B  AÆB, sB, A  BÆA by induction on A.
(i) If A = U then we define
 	iA, B  	= lx.cB
      	sB, A 	= lx.cA	(= lx.cU = lx.())
(ii) If A = B = a, for some atom a ≠U, then we define
	iA, B  	= lx.x
      	sB, A 	= lx.x
(iii) If A = A1¥A2, B = B1¥B2, let ik = iAk, Bk, sk = sBk, Ak and xk = pk(x).  Then we define
 	iA, B	= lx.<i1(x1),  i2(x2)>
	sB, A	= lx.<s1(x1), s2(x2)>
(iv) If A = A1ÆA2, B = B1ÆB2, and ik = iAk, Bk, sk = sBk, Ak, then we define
	iA, B    	= lf.i2 ˚ f ˚ s1	
	sB, A      	= lg.s2 ˚ g ˚ i1   

The projection s simplifies the «value» of a term. For instance, we will prove that (if A, B ≠ U)
sA¥B,A¥U(<a, b>) =obs <a, ()>,     sAÆB,UÆB(f) =obs lxU.f(cA) (for some dummy  cA). 
If we forget about U, we have s(<a, b>) =obs a and s(f) =obs f(cA). The statement (t ≤ u in G) ﬁ (t =obs sB,A(u)) we are going to prove will establish a link between a syntactical simplification (pruning), and a «semantical» simplification  (the projection sB,A  AÆB), on the same term u.
If the reader want to get more intuition about i, s, we propose to him (her) the following example

Example 4. Let a1, a2 be atoms ≠ U. Check
(i) If A = U¥a2, B = a1¥a2, then
i(<(), a2>) =R <ca1, a2>  a1¥a2,     s(<a1, a2>) =R <(), a2>  U¥a2
(ii) If A = UÆa2, B = a1Æa2, then
i(t) =R lxa1.t()  a1Æa2,      s(f) =R lxU.f(ca1)  UÆa2

As a first step toward the derivation of (t  A, u  B  in G and t ≤ u) ﬁ (t =obs sB,A(u)), we study the relationship between types and lengths of t, u when t ≤ u

Lemma 5. Let t, u, e, e' be expressions of T. If we put, by convention, length(()) = length(U) = 0, then we have
(i) t  A, u   B, and t ≤ u 		ﬁ A ≤ B and FV(t) ≤ FV(u) (context order)
(ii) e < e'		ﬁ length(e) < length(e')

Proof.
(i) By induction on t. 
If t = (), then A = U, and thus A ≤ B. Beside we have FV(t) = Ø ≤ FV(u). 
If t = sA (s constant or variable), then u = sB and A ≤ B. If s is a constant, then we have FV(t) = Ø = FV(u) . If s is a variable, then FV(t) = {sA} ≤  {sB} = FV(u).
In all the other cases, the thesis follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.
(ii) If e < e', then e has been obtained by replacing by (), U some subexpressions e" ≠ (), U of e'. For all such e", we have length(e") > 0 = length(()) = length(U). It follows length(e') > length(e). (An alternative proof is by induction on e.)

We collect now some properties of iA, B, sB, A into a Lemma.

Lemma 6. Let A ≤ B ≤ C be any types.
(i)	iA, B(cA) 	=R   cB	(commutation with the map B |-> cB)
	sB, A(cB) 	=R   cA
(ii) 	iB, C  ˚ iA, B 	=R     iA, C	(transitivity)
	sB, A ˚ sC,B 	=R    sC,A	
(iii) 	sB, A ˚ iA, B 	=obs lx.x	(embedding-projection pair)
(iv)	iA, A	=     sA, A	
(v)	sA, A	=obs lx.x	 (relation with the identity map)

Proof. (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) are proved by induction on A.
(i) If A = U then the thesis holds by definition. Otherwise, the thesis follows immediately by ind. hyp. and the definition of cA.
(ii) If A is U, then sB, A ˚ sC, B = lx.cA ˚ sC, B =R lx.cA = sC, A by definition, and  iB, C ˚ iA, B =R lx.iB, C(cB) =R (by (i) above) lx.cC = iA,C. 
If A = some atom a ≠ U, then we have A = B = C = a. Hence, by definition of i, s we have iB,C ˚ iA,B =  sB, A ˚ sC, B = lx.x ˚ lx.x =R lx.x = iA, C =  sC, A.
If A = A1¥A2, then B = B1¥B2 and  C = C1¥C2, with Ak ≤ Bk ≤ Ck.  Let
ik = iAk,Bk,   i'k = iBk,Ck,   i"k = i"Ak,Ck,   sk = sBk,Ak, s'k = sCk,Bk,  ,   s"k = s"Ck,Ak
and let xk  Ak, yk  Bk be the kth components of the variables x  A, y  B. Then we have iB,C(iA,B(x)) =R <i'1(i1(x1), i'2(i2(x2))> =R (by ind. hyp. on A1, A2) <i"1(x1), i"2(x2)> = iA,C(x). Since iA,C =R lx.iA,C(x), we conclude  iB, C ˚ iA, B =R iA, C. In the same way we conclude sB, A ˚ sC,B =R  sC,A.
If A = A1ÆA2, then B = B1ÆB2 and  C = C1ÆC2, with Ak ≤ Bk ≤ Ck. Let us adopt the same notation of the previous case. By definition of iA,B, iB,C we obtain iB,C(iA,B(f)) =R i'2 ˚ i2 ˚ f ˚ s1 ˚ s'1 =R (by ind. hyp. on A1, A2) i"2 ˚ f ˚ s"1 = iA,C(f). Again because iA,C =R lf.iA,C(f), we conclude  iB, C ˚ iA, B =R iA, C. In the same way we conclude sB, A ˚ sC,B =R  sC,A.
(iii) If A is U, then sB, A ˚ iA, B =  lx.() ˚ iA, B =R lx.()  AÆA ∫ UÆU. We have to prove lx.() =obs lx.x  UÆU. Since =obs is an equational theory by Lemma 1, it is enough to show () =obs x  U, that is, () =R  u for each closed u  U. By Lemma 0.(ii), 0.(iii), the normal form of u is (). We conclude () =R  u , as wished.
If A = some atom a ≠ U then we have A = B = a. Hence, by definition of i, s we have sB, A ˚ iA, B = lx.x ˚ lx.x =R lx.x.
If A = A1¥A2, then B = B1¥B2, with Ak ≤ Bk. Let us use the definition of point (i). We have sB, A(iA, B(x)) =R <s1(i1(x1)), s2(i2(x2))> =obs (by ind. hyp. on A1, A2) <x1, x2> =Rh x. By Lemma 1, the theory =Rh is included in the theory =obs, hence we have sB, A(iA, B(x)) =obs x and sB, A ˚ iA, B =obs  lx.x.
If A = A1ÆA2, then B = B1ÆB2 with Ak ≤ Bk. Thus sB, A ˚ iA, B =R  lf. s2 ˚ i2 ˚ f ˚ s1 ˚ i1 =obs   (by ind. hyp. on A1, A2, and since =obs is a theory) lf. id ˚ f ˚ id =R lf.f.
(iv) If A = U or A = some atom a ≠ U, then we have iA, A = sA, A by definition of i, s. In all the remaining cases the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp..
(v) sA, A(x) =R (by (ii)) sA, A(sA, A(x)) = (by (iv)) sA, A(iA, A(x)) =obs (by (iii)) x. Hence sA, A =R lx.sA, A(x) =obs lx.x.

We already know (Lemma 5.(i)) that t  A, u  B, t ≤ u ﬁ A ≤ B. In order to prove t = sB, A(u)  under the same hypothesis, we will first analyse how sB,A(u) is computed, under the assumption A ≤ B. The simplest case is when A is obtained by removing only positive subtypes of A. (We suppose the reader be already familiar with the notion of positive and negative subtype. A positive subtype of C is a subtype which occur in the left-hand side of an even number of arrow subtypes of C (possibly zero). A negative subtype is a subtype which is not positive.) We will introduce a predicate A ≤+ B to denote pruning on positive subtypes only, while A ≤- B will denote pruning on negative subtypes only.  For instance, A, B are positive subtypes of A¥B, and therefore A¥U, U¥B ≤+ A¥B. We have instead A negative subtype of AÆB, hence UÆB ≤- AÆB.
An inductive characterization of A ≤- B, A ≤+ B is the following

Definition 6. Let s, s1, s2Œ{+, -}.  We define A ≤s B by induction on A, by the clauses
(i)	U ≤+ A
(ii)	a ≤s a
(iii)	A1 ≤s B1, 	A2 ≤s B2		ﬁ  A1¥A2  ≤s   B1¥B2
(iv)	A1 ≤s1 B1, 	A2 ≤s2 B2,	s1 ≠ s2 	ﬁ  A1ÆA2 ≤s2 B1ÆB2. 
The clause s1 ≠ s2 means "either s1 = + and s2 = -, or the converse".

We will now derive, in the case A ≤+ B,  an important property of sB,A.

Lemma 7. 
(i)  A ≤- B     	ﬁ iA,A   ≤ iA,B  ≤ iB,B.
(ii) A ≤+ B   	ﬁ sA,A  ≤ sB,A ≤ sB,B.

Proof. We prove (i), (ii) by simultaneous induction on A.
If A = U, then sA,A  = lxU.() ≤ sB,U = lxB.() ≤ sB,B(v) = lxB.….  If besides A ≤- B, then also B = U, and iA,A = iA,B = iB,B = lxU.().
If A = some atom a ≠ U, then A = B = a, and our thesis is trivial.
If A = A1¥A2, then B = B1¥B2, with Ak ≤- Bk if A ≤- B, and Ak ≤+ Bk if A ≤+ B. Put
ik = iAk,Ak,   i'k = iAkBk,   i"k = i"Bk,Bk,   sk = sAk,Ak,   s'k = sBkAk,   s"k = s"Bk,Bk
In the subcase Ak ≤- Bk, by inductive hypothesis on Ak, Bk we have ik ≤ i'k ≤ i"k. We deduce iA,A = lxA.<i1(x1), i2(x2)> ≤ iA,B = lxA.<i'1(x1), i'2(x2)> ≤ iB,B = lxB.<i"1(x1), i"2(x2)>. In the same way, in the case Ak ≤+ Bk we conclude sA,A  ≤ sB,A ≤ sB,B.
If A = A1ÆA2, then B = B1ÆB2, with A1 ≤+ B1, A2 ≤- B2 in the case A ≤- B, and A1 ≤-  B1, A2 ≤+ B2 in the case A ≤+ B. Let us adopt the same notation of the previous case. In the case Ak ≤- Bk, by inductive hypothesis on Ak, Bk we have ik ≤ i'k ≤ i"k. We deduce iA,A = lfA.i2 ˚ f ˚ s1 ≤ iA,B = lfA.i'2 ˚ f ˚ s'1 ≤ iB,B = lfB.i"2 ˚ f ˚ s"1. In the same way, in the case Ak ≤+ Bk we conclude sA,A  ≤ sB,A ≤ sB,B.

We only need one more Lemma, concerning the relationship among A ≤ B, A ≤+ B, A ≤- B, before proving our main theorem.

Lemma 8. If A ≤ B, then for some C we have A ≤- C ≤+  B.

Proof. Assume A ≤ B. Then A has been obtained by replacing a set I of positive subtypes and a set J of negative subtypes of B by the placeholder U. Let C be the type obtained from B by removing only the subtypes in I. Then A ≤- C ≤+  B. (An alternative proof may be obtained by induction on A.)

We are now ready to prove the generalizion of the Main Theorem.

Theorem 1' (Main Theorem, strong form). Let t  A, u  B be terms in the same context G. If t ≤ u, then
(i) 	t =obs sB, A(u). 
(ii)	A ≤- B	ﬁ    u =obs iA,B(t). 
(iii) 	A = B	ﬁ    t =obs u.

Proof.
(i) By Lemma 5.(i) we have A ≤ B. Then by Lemma 8 we deduce A ≤- C ≤+  B for some C. We will first check that iA,C(t) ≤ sB,C(u).
We have iA,C ≤ (by Lemma 7.(i)) iC,C = (by 6. (iv)) sC,C ≤ (by 7.(ii)) sB,C, and from t ≤ u we conclude iA,C(t) ≤ sB,C(u). 
Since both iA,C(t), sB,C(u) have type C, by Theorem 1 we obtain iA,C(t) =obs sB,C(u), and sC,A(iA,C(t)) =obs sC,A(sB,C(u)) from it (since =obs is a theory). By Lemma 6.(ii), (iii) we have t =obs sC, A(iA, C(t)) and sC,A(sB,C(u)) =R sB, A(u) and. We conclude t =obs sB, A(u), Q. E. D..
(ii) If A ≤- B, then A ≤- B ≤+  B and we may choose C = B in point (i) above. In point (i) we proved iA,C(t) =obs sB,C(u). If we put C = B we obtain iA,B(t) =obs sB,B(u) =obs u from it.
(iii) This is nothing but Theorem 1.

Point (ii) of the theorem above may be used for proving that a function is constant w.r.t. a given argument. For instance, if f  AÆB and we have found some f'  UÆB such that f' ≤ f, then (since UÆB ≤- AÆB) by point (ii) above we have
 f =obs iUÆB,AÆB(f') =obs lz.f'()   (z fresh)
This implies that f(a) =obs f'() for any a  A; that is, that f is constant on its argument A. We suggest the reader to check such implication on the (trivial) examples f' = lx.l().x, f = lx.ly.x, and f' = lxU.ly.p2(<(), y>), f = lx.ly.p2(<x, y>). 

The reader might wonder what happens when pruning simplifies the context of the term, too. For instance,  let us consider the contexts G = {xA, yB}, D = {xA', yB'}, and the terms t[xA, yB] ≤ u[xA', yB'], having types C ≤ C'. By Lemma 5.(ii) we have G ≤ D , A ≤ A' and B ≤ B'. By applying the Main Theorem to the closures of t, u, and putting s = sC',C, i = iA,A', i' = iB,B', we may deduce
t =obs s(u[i(xA), i'(yB)]) 
We did not include such statement in the Main Theorem, because it is quite ugly to state, and hardly of any use.


§ 5. The optimization map Fl (weak form).
In this section we prove that for each term there exists a minimum pruning of it, among those having the same context and type. We use this theorem to define a map Fl  {terms of T}Æ{terms of T}, which given a term t returns an optimized version Fl(t) of it. Fl is an improvement of Takayama's pruning algorithm [Tak91].
In the next sections we will discuss the possible uses of Fl, and give an algorithm to compute it.

Our first step it to derive some basic properties of the pruning relation ≤.

Lemma 9. ≤ is an order relation.

Proof. We prove separately that ≤ is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
(refl.) We may easily prove e ≤ e by induction on e (with e either type or term). 
(symm.) Assume now e1 ≤ e2 ≤ e1, in order to check e1 = e2. We proceed by induction on e1. Since e1 ≤ e2, then either e1 = (), U or e1, e2 start with the same symbol. If e1 = (),  U then e2 ≤ e1 implies e2 = (), U (otherwise e2 ≤ (), U would be false).  If e1, e2 start with the same symbol then the thesis follows immediately from the inductive hypothesis on the subexpressions of e1, e2.
(trans.) Assume e1 ≤ e2 ≤ e3, in order to prove e1 ≤ e3. We proceed by induction on e1. Since e1 ≤ e2, then either e1 = (), U or e1, e2 start with the same symbol. If e1 = (), U then e1 ≤ e3 follows from (), U ≤ e3. If e1, e2 start with the same symbol ≠ (), U, then also e3 must start with the same symbol. Thus, the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp. on the subexpressions of e1, e2, e3.

The Flow map we will define in this section works by choosing the smallest (w.r.t. to ≤) pruning Fl(t) of an expression t, among those having the same type and context. By our Main Theorem, we know in advance that Fl(t) =obs t. And we may reasonably expect that Fl(t) is an optimization of t (indeed, the best we may obtain using pruning) since it has been obtained by removing some parts of t. Thus, we have only to prove that Fl is well-defined; in other words, that the inf of a bounded set of terms always exists. 
We will do it in four steps. We will first prove that the inf of two types, of two constants, of two  bounded terms always exists. Eventually, we will prove that the inf of a bounded set of terms always exists. 

Lemma 10. Let A, B be two types, and G, D two contexts. Then inf(A, B) exists, and besides
(i)   inf(A, B) 	= U, 	if first symbol A ≠ first symbol B
(ii)  inf(a, a)	= a
(iii) inf(A1¥A2, B1¥B2)	= inf(A1, B1)¥inf(A2, B2)
(iv) inf(A1ÆA2,B1ÆB2)= inf(A1, B1)Æinf(A2, B2)
(v)  inf(G, D) 	= {xinf(A,B) | xAŒG, xBŒD}

Proof. By induction on A. We consider five cases, each of them corresponding to one of the clauses (i) - (v).
(i) If the first symbols of A, B are different, then  C ≤ A, B implies C = U. Thus inf(A, B) = U.
(ii) By definition of inf we have inf(A, A) = A for any A.
(iii) Let C ≤ A, B. Then either C = U or C = C1¥C2 with Ci ≤ Ai, Bi for all i. By ind. hyp. on Ai we have Ci ≤ inf(Ai, Bi). Thus, inf(A1, B1)¥inf(A2, B2) is inf(A, B). 
(iv) Let C ≤ A, B. Then either C = U or C = C1ÆC2 with Ci ≤ Ai, Bi for all i. By ind. hyp. on Ai we have Ci ≤ inf(Ai, Bi). Thus, inf(A1, B1)Æinf(A2, B2) is inf(A, B). 
 (v) If F ≤ G, D, then for each xCŒF there are  xAŒG, xBŒG such that C ≤ A, B. Thus, C ≤ inf(A, B) , and F ≤ inf(G, D).

We now prove that the inf of two constants always exists.

Lemma 11. If cA, cBŒST (the set of constants of the system T), then cinf(A, B)ŒST.

Proof. If c = (), 0, S, then either A = B = U, or A = B = N or A = B = NÆN. In all cases cA = cB = cinf(A, B)ŒST. If c = rec, then A = N, C, (N,CÆC)ÆC and B = N, D, (N,DÆD)ÆD, for some C, D. By Lemma 10.(iv) applied several times, if we put E = inf(C, D) we have inf(A, B) = N,E,(N,EÆE)ÆE. Thus, recinf(A, B)ŒST.

We now prove that the inf of two terms always exists.

Lemma 12. Suppose a  A in the context G, and a'  A' in the context G'. If a, a' ≤ a", then inf(a, a') exists, it has type inf(A, A') and context inf(G, G'), and
(i)    inf(a, a')	= ()		if either a = () or a' = ()
(ii)   inf(sA, sA')	= sinf(A, A')
(iii)  inf(lxA.t, lxA'.t')	= lxinf(A,A').inf(t, t')   	(*)
(iv) inf(t(u), t'(u'))	= inf(t, t')(inf(u, u'))
(v)  inf(<t,u>,<t',u'>) 	= <inf(t, t'), inf(u, u')>
(vi) inf(pi(t), pi(t')) 	= pi(inf(t, t'))

(*) By a-conversion, we may suppose that the two terms have the same bound variable x.

Proof. By induction on a (the first argument of inf). We consider six cases, each of them corresponding to one of the clauses (i) - (vi).The clauses (i) - (vi) cover all possible cases for a, a', since if a, a' ≤ a", then either a = (), or a' = (), or a, a', a" start with the same symbol. 
(i) Assume a = () or a' = (). In both cases inf(a, a') = (). If a = () then A = U, and if a' = () then A' = U. In both cases inf(A, A') = U, and therefore inf(a, a') = ()  U = inf(A, A'). Besides, inf(a, a') has context inf(G, G'), because () has any context we like.
(ii) Let s be a constant or a variable. Let us first remark that sinf(A, A') is a term of our language. Indeed, if s is a constant, then sinf(A, A') is a term by Lemma 11, and if s is a variable, then sinf(A, A') is a term by definition. 
Assume now a"' ≤ sA, sA'. Then either a"' = () or a"' = sB and B ≤ A, A', that is, B ≤ inf(A, A') (by Lemma 10). It follows that sinf(A, A')  is the inf of sA, sA'. It has type inf(A, A'). We have still to check that it has context inf(G, G'). If s is a constant, then sinf(A, A') has again any context we like. If s is a variable, then sinf(A, A')Œinf(G, G'), by Lemma 10.(v), and by sAŒG, sA'ŒG'.
(iii) Let a = lxA.t  A = A1ÆA2, and a' = lxA'.t'  A' = A'1ÆA'2. Assume a, a' ≤ a". Then (after possibly an a-conversion) a" = lxA".t", for some A" ≥ A, A' and some t" ≥ t, t'. Thus, by inductive hypothesis on t, we obtain that inf(t, t')  inf(A2, A'2) exists, and it has context inf(G, xA; G', xA'). If a"' ≤ a', a", then a"' = lxA"'.t"', for some A"' ≤ A, A' (that is, some A"' ≤ inf(A, A')), and some t" ≤ t, t' (some t"' ≤ inf(t, t')). Thus
inf(a, a') = linf(v, v').inf(t, t')  inf(A1, A'1)Æinf(A2, A'2) = (by Lemma 11.(v)) inf(A, A').
Besides, inf(a, a') has the same context of inf(t, t'), less the variable xinf(A, A') . Hence inf(a, a') has context inf(G, G').
(iv) Let a = t(u)  A, and a' = t'(u')  A'. Assume a, a' ≤ a". Then a" = t"(u"), for some t" ≥ t, t', and some u" ≥ u, u', with t  CÆA, u  C, t ' C'ÆA', u'  C'. Thus, by ind. hyp. on t, u, we obtain that inf(t, t')  inf(CÆA, C'ÆA') and inf(u, u')  inf(C, C') exist, and both have context inf(G, G').
If a"' ≤ a', a", then a"' = t"'(u"'), for some t"' ≤ t, t' (some t"' ≤ inf(t, t')), and some u"' ≤ u, u' (some u"' ≤ inf(u, u')). Then a"' ≤ a, a' implies a"' ≤ inf(t, t')(inf(u, u')). Thus inf(a, a') = inf(t,t')(inf(u, u'))  inf(A, A'), and it has context inf(G, G').
(v), (vi) are very similar to the previous cases and left to the reader.

We may now conclude that any bounded set of terms has an inf. This may be expressed by saying that the set of prunings of a given term is a complete lattice. (A lattice is a partially ordered set L such that each subset of L has an inf. In particular, a lattice has always a bottom (∫ inf(L)) and a top (∫ inf(Ø))).

Lemma 13. Let u  B be any term.
(i)	L(u)  = {t | t ≤ u} is a finite complete lattice.
(ii)	L'(u) = {t | t ≤ u and t  B and FV(t) Õ FV(u)} is a sublattice of L(u).

Proof. 
(i) L(u) is finite (up to a-conversion) because each tree has a finite number of prunings. Let now X Õ L(u). We have to prove that infL(X) (the inf of X in L) exists. Indeed, if X = Ø, then infL(X) = the top of L(u) = u , otherwise we may compute infL(X) by applying a finite number of times the binary inf (defined by Lemma 12).
(ii) We have to prove that L'(u) is a sublattice of L(u), that is, that if X Õ L'(u), then infL(X) belongs to L'(u). This amounts to show that infL(X) has type B and context FV(u). If X = Ø, this holds because infL(X) is u. Otherwise, each tŒX Õ L'(u) has the type B and context FV(u). By applying a finite number of times Lemma 12, we get that infL(X) has as type the inf of such B's, and as context the inf of such FV(u)'s. Thus, infL(X) has type B and context FV(u). Q. E. D..

We may now define a map Fl  {terms of T}Æ{terms of T}. Given any term t, the map Fl will return a shorter version Fl(t) of it, having the same input/output behaviour.

Definition 7. Let u be any term. Then we put
Fl(u)	=df bottom of {t | t ≤ u, (type of t) = B, FV(t) Õ FV(u)}.

We do not explain here  how to compute Fl(u) (this will be the subject of § 6). In the next theorem, we show however that Fl(u) is uniquely determined, and that it has the expected properties.

Theorem 2 (Optimization Theorem, weak form).
(i) Fl is a well-defined map {terms of T}Æ {terms of T}
(ii) Fl(u) =obs u, that is, Fl preserves the observational behaviour of a l-term.

Proof. 
Well-definition follows by Lemma 13.(ii), and Fl(u) =obs u by Theorem 1.

As an example of application of Fl, if t, u are as in the Exercice 3, then Fl(u) = t. In this case Fl «prunes» g from u. More in general, in T, Fl removes those parameters and subterms which do not contribute to the computation of the final output. On suitable extensions on T, Fl will do more (we refer to § 8 for details).
Fl is an improvement of an algorithm due to Takayama [Tak91], whose work motivated this paper in first palce. If we would express Takayama algorithm (call it Tak) in our setting, roughly speaking we would have Fl(t) ≤ Tak(t) ≤ t, and sometimes both inequalities would be strict. the reason is that Takayama consider simplifications of the form <a, ()>, <(), b> ≤ <a, b>, but not of the form f() ≤ f(a).

If we look again to example 3, we remark that Fl(u) may contain U, even if u does not (indeed, such U's are the traces of the pruning performed by Fl). Terms cluttered with (), U are disturbing in the applications; with this motivation, in the next section we wil study a strong version FL of Fl, which prunes a term and then removes all U's.
The difference between Fl and FL will be trifling in theory, but relevant in applications.


§ 6. The optimization map Fl (strong form).
In this section we define a map I   {expr. of T}Æ{expr. of T}, which removes all singleton types U. By composing I with Fl, we will define a map FL  {terms of T}Æ {terms of T} which prunes a term and then removes all U's. 
FL is an optimization map slightly more powerful than Fl, having mainly an applicative interest.  We will prove, for FL, roughly the same results we proved for Fl.

Our first step is to define the map I. We suppose that the reader be familiar with the notion of Harrop type and term. Briefly, Harrop types are inductively defined by the following grammar
H	= U | H¥H | AÆH
Harrop terms are terms having an Harrop type. We will sometimes abbreviate «e is an Harrop expression (type or term)» with «e is Hp.».
In the standard set-theoretical model of T, Harrop types are exactly the types interpreted by singletons; thus, they are a natural generalization of the singleton type U. Harrop terms are interpreted as the inhabitants of such singletons. If H is any Harrop type, and A, B, C are any types, then the types
A¥H,   H¥B,   HÆC
are set-theoretically isomorphic to A, B, C. This means that all Harrop types (and not just the Harrop type U) are useless and may be removed. Such a job is performed by the map I.

Definition 8 (the map I   {expr. of T}Æ{expr. of T}).
(a) Let A be any type. We define I(A) by induction on A
I(a)		= a
I(A¥B)		= I(A)¥I(B)		if A and B are not Hp.
		= I(B)		if A is Hp.
		= I(A)		if B is Hp.
I(AÆB)	= I(A)ÆI(B)		if A and B are not Hp.
		= I(B)		if A or B are Hp.
(b) Let t be any term. We define I(t) by induction on t
I(sA)		= sI(A)		if A is not Hp.
		= ()		if A is Hp.
I(lxA.b)   	= lxI(A).I(b)		if A and b are not Hp.
		= I(b)		if A or b are Hp.
I(f(a))		= I(f)(I(a))		if f and a are not Hp.
		= I(f)		if f or a are Hp.
I(<a, b>)	= <I(a), I(b)>		if a and b are not Hp.
		= I(b)		if a is Hp.
		= I(a)		if b is Hp.
I(pA1,A2,i(t))   	= pI(A1),I(A2),i(I(t))		if A1 and A2 are not Hp.
		= ()		if Ai is Hp.
		= I(t)		if A3-i is Hp.

I(G)		= {xI(A) | xAŒG and A not Hp.}

(b) FL		= I ˚ Fl

In the next Lemma we will check well-definition of I, and some basic properties of it.

Lemma 14. Let e be any expression (type or term) and t any term, having type A and context G.
(i)  	I(e) is well-defined.
(ii)  	I(e) = U, () iff e is Harrop.
(iii) 	I(e) is U-free iff e is not Harrop. 
(iv)	I(t) has type I(A) and context I(G). 
(v)	I(e) = e iff e = (), U or e is U-free
(vi)	if A, G are U-free, then I(t) has type A in the context G.
(vii)	I(I(e)) = I(e)

Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) may be proved by simultaneous induction on e. As an example we give the case e = A¥B. By ind. hyp. I(A), I(B) are well-defined. If both A, B are not Hp., then e is not Hp.. By ind. hyp., I(A), I(B) are U-free., therefore I(e) = I(A)¥I(B) is well-defined and U-free.
If A is Hp. and B is not, or conversely, then I(e) = I(B) (resp., I(A)) is well-defined and U-free. If both A, B are Harrop, then e is Hp.. By ind. hyp., I(A) = I(B) = U, and therefore I(e) = I(A) = I(B) = U is well-defined, and equal to U.
(iv) By induction on t, using (ii).
(v) If e = I(e), then, since I(e) by (ii), (iii) above is either (), U or U-free, the same holds for e. We may prove the converse by induction on e, using the fact that no U-free expression is Harrop.
(vi) By (iv), (v). In order to prove G = I(G), we use the fact that xBŒG implies B U-free, hence B not Harrop, and therefore xB = xI(B)ŒI(G). 
(vii) Since I(e) is either (), U or U-free, by (ii), (iii) above, we have I(I(e)) = I(e) by (v) above .

A trivial example of application of FL if u = p1(<x, y>), then Fl(u) = p1(<x, ()>), while FL(u) = x. Remark that FL(t) ≠ Fl(t), in general, and that FL(t) is far more readable and also shorter than Fl(t). Another example using the notation of example 3, we may prove we have
Fl(u)   =   ln.p1(rec(n, <a, ()>, (lm, wN¥U.<f(p1(w)), ()>))  NÆN
while we may prove that
FL(u)   =   ln.rec(n, a,  (lm, wN. f(w)))  NÆN.

We will now prove Theorem 2 for FL, too. More precisely, we will prove that, if t  A has context G, and G, A are U-free, then FL(t) =obs t. Since such result already holds for Fl, it is enough to prove I(t) =obs t. 
The proof follows the steps of the proof of Fl(t) =obs t. We define an ad hoc simplification relation ≤I such that I(t) ≤I t, and then we prove that t ≤I u and (t, u live in the same type and context) imply t =obs u. Since I(t) ≤I t and I(t), t have the same type and context when G, A are U-free (Lemma 14.(vi)) it will follow, in this case, I(t) =obs t.
Roughly speaking, t ≤I u will mean that t may be obtained out of u by removing a set of Harrop subexpressions of u, while preserving well-formation.

Definition 9. We inductively define the binary relation ≤I on the types of T by compatibility with type formation
a		≤I a
A¥B		≤I A'¥B'	if A ≤I A', B ≤I B' 
AÆB		≤I A'ÆB'	if A ≤I A', B ≤I B' 
and by the clauses
B 		≤I A'¥B'	if B ≤I B' and A' Hp.
A 		≤I A'¥B'	if A ≤I A' and B' Hp.
B 		≤I A'ÆB'	if B ≤I B' and A' or B' Hp.
(ii) We inductively define the binary relation ≤I on the types of T by compatibility with type formation
sA 		≤I sA' 	if A ≤I A'
lxA.b 		≤I lx'A'.b'	if A ≤I A' 	and b[xA=zA] ≤I b'[x'A'=zA'] (*)
f(a) 		≤I f'(a') 	if f ≤I f'    	and a ≤I a'	
<t, u>		≤I <t', u'> 	if t ≤I t'    	and u ≤I u'
pi,A1,A2(c) 	≤I pi,A'1,A'2(c') 	if c ≤I c'      	and Ai ≤I  A'i for i = 1, 2.
and by the clauses if the terms b, f, t, u, c either have type U or have some U-free type, then
() 		≤I sA' 	if A' is Hp.
b 		≤I lx'A'.b'	if A' or b' Hp.	and b[xA=zA] ≤I b'[x'A'=zA'] (*)
f 		≤I f'(a') 	if f' or a' Hp.	and f ≤I f'
u		≤I <t', u'> 	if t' Hp.	and u ≤I u'
t		≤I <t', u'> 	if u' Hp.	and t ≤I t'
()	 	≤I pi,A'1,A'2(c') 	if Ai' Hp.	
c		≤I pi,A'1,A'2(c') 	if A3-i' Hp.	and c ≤I c'

(*) for some fresh variable z.

The relation ≤I, like ≤, is invariant under a-conversion. There is no simple relationship between ≤I and the previously defined ≤. Some technical facts concerning ≤I are collected in the next Lemma.

Lemma 15. Let e be any expression (type or term), A, A' any types, and t, t' any terms.
(i)     e ≤I e
(ii)    I(e) ≤I e.
(iii)   A ≤I A', 	ﬁ A' is Harrop iff A is Harrop
(iv)   t  A, t'  A', t ≤I t'	ﬁ A ≤I A'
(v)    t ≤I t'	ﬁ t is Harrop iff t' Harrop
(vi)   () ≤I t	€ t is Harrop.
 
Proof.
(i) By straightforward induction on e.
(ii) By induction on e, using Lemma 14.(ii), (iii), (iv).
(iii) By induction over A.
Let e = a, A¥B, AÆB, e' = a, A'¥B', A'ÆB', and A ≤I A', B ≤I B'. Then if e' is Hp. iff, respectively a = U, both A' and B' are Hp., B' is Hp.. And e is Hp. iff, respectively a = U, both A and B are Hp., B' is Hp.. In all cases the thesis follows by ind. hyp. on A, B.
Let e = B, e' = A'¥B', B'¥A', A'ÆB', and B ≤I B' (and A' Hp., or, possibly, in the third case, B' Hp.). Then e' Hp. implies, in any case, that B' is Hp.. By ind. hyp., also e = B is Hp..
(iv) By induction over t'. As a sample, we consider the case t' = pi,A'1,A'2(c'). Since t' is Hp., then A'i is Hp.. The possible subcases are
t = pi,A1,A2(c), c ≤I c', Aj ≤I  A'j (for j=1,2)     or t = (), A'i Hp.,    or t = c, c ≤I c', A'3-i Hp.
In the first subcase, since Ai ≤I  A'i, by ind. hyp. also Ai  is Hp., hence t is Hp.. In the second subcase, t = () is Hp.. In the third one, since A'i , A'3-i are Hp., then c' is Hp.. From c ≤I c' and the ind. hyp. we deduce that t = c is Hp., too.
 (v) Let t  A, t'  A'. If t ≤I t', then A ≤I A' by (iv) above. Hence t' is Hp. iff A' is Hp. iff A is Hp. (by (iii) above) iff t is Hp..
(vi) ﬁ by (v) above and () Hp.. ‹ t ≥I I(t) (by (ii) above and t Hp.) = () (by 14.(ii)).

Using the previous Lemma we may study the possible shapes of t ≤I u, when u is a redex. 

Lemma 16. Let t be any term ≠ ().
(i)   t ≤I (lxA'.b')(a') 		ﬁ (t = b, and a' Hp.) or (t = (lxA.b)(a)), 
			for some A ≤I A', b ≤I b', a ≤I a'.
(ii)  t ≤I pi(<a1', a2'>) 		ﬁ (t = ai, and A3-i' Hp.) or (t = pi(<a1, a2>)),
			for some a1 ≤I a1', a2 ≤I a2'.
(iii) t ≤I rec(0, b', f'), rec(S(n'), b', f') 	ﬁ t = rec(0, b, f), rec(S(n), b, f),
			for some b ≤I b', f ≤I f', n ≤I n'. 

Proof.
(i) Let a  A, b  B, a'  A', b'  B'. If we analyze the possible ways to deduce t ≤I (lxA'.b')(a') for t ≠ (), the cases we want to exclude, in order to prove (i), are
(1) t = lxA.b, for some A ≤I A', b ≤I b', with lxA'.b' Hp. or a' Hp., and (AÆB) U-free;
(2) t = b(a), for some a ≤I a', b ≤I b', with A' Hp. or b' Hp., and B U-free.
In case (1), from b ≤I b' by 14.(iv) we deduce B ≤I B'. If lxA'.b' is Hp. then A'ÆB' is Hp., therefore B' is Hp., and B is Hp. by B ≤I B' and 14.(iii). If a' is Hp., then A' is Hp., and A is Hp. by A ≤I A' and 14.(iii). In both cases, AÆB is not U-free, contradiction.
In case (2), from a ≤I a', b ≤I b' by 14.(iv) we deduce A ≤I A', B ≤I B'. By 14.(iii), if A' is Hp. then A is Hp.; and if b' is Hp., then B' is Hp. and B is Hp.. Thus, either A or B contain some U. Since b(a) is well-formed, we have B = AÆC for some C. Thus, in any case B contains some U, contradicting the fact that it is U-free.
(ii) Let ai  Ai, ai'  Ai', for i = 1, 2. If we analyze the possible ways to deduce t ≤I pi(<a1',a2'>), the cases we want to exclude, in order to prove (ii), are
(1) t = <a1, a2>, for some a1 ≤I a1', a2 ≤I a2', with A3-i' Hp., and A1¥A2 U-free;
(2) t = pi, Aj1, Aj2(aj), for some aj ≤I aj', Aj1 ≤I A1', Aj2 ≤I A2', with A3-j' Hp., and Aj U-free.
In case (1), we have A1 ≤I A1', A2 ≤I A2' by 14.(iv). By 14.(iii) and A3-i' Hp., we deduce that is A3-i is Hp., hence not U-free. This contradicts the fact that A1¥A2 is U-free.
In case (2), we first remark that aj  Aj = Aj1 ¥ Aj2, and therefore that both Aj1, Aj2 are U-free. By 14.(iii), from Aj(3-i) ≤I A3-i' and A3-i' Hp. we deduce that Aj(3-i) is Hp., thus not U-free. Contradiction.
(iii) Left to the reader.

We will now prove I(t) =obs t (if the context and the type of t are U-free) using such relation ≤I.

Lemma 17. Let t  A, u  B, t'  A' , u'  B' be terms.
(i)  	t ≤I t', u ≤I u', xB ≤I xB' var. of the contexts of t, t'	ﬁ   t[xB=u] ≤I t'[xB'=u'].
(ii) 	t' Æn u' and t ≤I t'       		ﬁ   t Æ≤n u, for some u ≤I u'.
(iii) 	t ≤I u, A = B, and t, u are in the same context   	ﬁ   t =obs u.
(iv)	Let t have type A and context G. Then
	G, A are U-free			ﬁ   I(t) =obs t.

Proof.
(i) By induction on t. In all cases, except when t' = sA' (s constant or variable), the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp. on the subterms of t, u, and the fact that substitution preserves typing. In the case t' = sA'(s constant or variable), we must have either t = () and A' Hp., or t = sA, with A ≤I A'. In the first case, t[xB=u] = () ≤I t'[xB'=u']  A', because A' is Hp. (Lemma 15.(v)).  In the second case, if s = x, then sA = xA = xB and sA' = xA' = xB' (since xA, xB and xA', xB' are in the the same context, and the same variable cannot be declared twice). We conclude  t[xB=u] = u ≤I u' = t'[xB'=u']. If instead s ≠ x, then  t[xB=u] = sA ≤I sA' = t'[xB'=u'].
(ii) It is enough to prove the statement in the case n = 1. The general case will follows by induction on n. We proceed by induction on t. If t = (), then t' is Hp. by 15.(vi). Therefore A' is Hp., and since u'  A' (reduction preserves typing), also u' is Hp., hence () ≤I u' by 15.(vi) again. We choose u = (), and we have t Æ0 u = () ≤I u'. Assume now t ≠ ().
If t' is not the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows immediately from the ind. hyp. and the fact that reduction preserves typing.
If t' is the redex being reduced, then we may have
 t' =     (lxA'.c')(a'),     pi(<a1', a2'>),     rec(0, b', f'),     rec(S(n'), b', f')
By Lemma 16.(i), (ii), (iii), and t ≠ (), for some A ≤I A', c ≤I c', a ≤I a', ai ≤I ai', b ≤I b', f ≤I f', n ≤I n' we have respectively
 t =    (lxA.c)(a) or c,     pi(<a1, a2>) or ai,     rec(0, b, f),     rec(S(n), b, f)
If t = c, then, since x is bound in t' and ≤I is invariant under a-conversion, we may suppose xœFV(c). Then we choose, respectively, u = c[xA=a] (= c if t = c), ai, b, f(n, rec(n, b, f)), and in all cases we conclude t Æ≤1 u ≤ u'. In the case u = c[xA=a], in order to deduce u ≤ u' we use point (i) above.
(iii) Let t, u be two terms of type A and context G. We assume t ≤I u in order to prove t =obs u. Our proof will consist of four steps, (iii.1), … (iii.4).
(iii.1) Let us first consider the case G = Ø, A = N, u normal. Then by Lemma 0.(ii) u = Sk(0) for some k, and since u contains no Harrop subexpression, t ≤I u implies t = Sk(0). Therefore t = u in this case.
(iii.2) Let us now consider the case G = Ø, A = N. Let u' be the normal form of u. Then u Æn u', hence by point (ii) above we have t Æ≤n t' for some t' ≤I u'. Since u' is normal, by (iii.1) we have t' = u', and therefore t =R u in this case.
(iii.3) If we conserve only the extra hypothesis G = Ø, then in order to prove t =obs u we have to check that for any closed f  AÆN we have f(t) =R f(u). Since t ≤I u, and f ≤I f by 15.(i), then f(t) ≤I f(u), and both f(t), f(u) are closed of type N. Thus,  f(t) =R f(u) follows from (iii.2).
(iii.4) Let us now prove t =obs u under no extra hypothesis. We have to check that, for any closed substitution s on t, u, we have s(t) =obs s(u). Since t ≤I u, then s(t) ≤I s(u) (by (i) above, and the fact that each substitution may be obtained as a composition of unary substitutions). Thus s(t) =obs s(u) follows by (iii.3).
(iv) Let t have type A and context G, with G, A U-free. By 14.(vi) (I(t) has still type A and context G. By 15.(ii) we have I(t) ≤I t. We conclude I(t) =obs t by point (iii) above.

We may now extend Theorem 2 to the map FL.

Theorem 2' (Optimization Theorem, strong form).
(i) FL is a well-defined map {terms of T}Æ {terms of T}
(ii) If type and context of u are U-free, then FL(u) =obs u,
(that is, FL preserves the observational behaviour of a l-term).

Proof.
(i) Well-definition of FL follows from well-definition of Fl (Theorem 2.(i)) and of I.
(ii) Assume that type and context of u be U-free. Then FL(u) = I(Fl(u)), and Fl(u) has the same type and context of u, hence Fl(u) has both type and context U-free. Thus I(Fl(u)) =obs Fl(u) by Lemma 17.(iv), and Fl(u) =obs u by Theorem 2.(ii). We conclude FL(u) =obs u.

The condition «type and context of u are U-free» is not a real restriction, since we are usually interested in simplifying U-free l-terms, whose type and context is U-free.

In the next section we will prove some results concerning the gains (in term of space and time complexity) we may obtain by replacing t with Fl(t), FL(t). We warn the reader that such results are quite generic, and that the usefulness of Fl, FL should be tested in practice (for a discussion on a possible application of FL we refer to § 8).


§ 7. Complexity results.
This section contains miscellaneous results concerning the Optimization maps Fl, FL. We prove that they are idempotent (i.e., that Fl2 = Fl and FL2 = FL), and we study the gains (in term of time of computation and space of memory) we may obtain by replacing t with Fl(t), FL(t).

In order to avoid an endless repetition of the names Fl , FL, we will use the letter F to denote the Flow map in either of its versions. In other words, F is either Fl or FL. 
We will first prove F(F(t)) = F(t). This means that F does all the simplification it may do in «one burst», and that it is useless to apply it twice.
This fact has an unexpected consequence on the gain we may obtain by replacing t with F(t). No uniform gain may be guaranteed. Indeed, if t has already the form F(u) for some u, then F(t) = F(F(u)) = F(u) = t, and in this case there is no gain at all in replacing t by F(t). Thus, when replacing t with F(t) we could sharply simplify the term (see example 3), but we could also perform no simplification at all. We do not know it in advance.
The reader could now have the impression that the only judgement on F may be obtained from the practice. This is not far from being true. Yet, some general result may be proved. We will indeed prove that replacing t with F(t) does not make space and time complexity worser. This, at least, says that to replace t with F(t) is worth a try, since we might gain something, but we cannot loose anything. 

We now start proving F(F(t)) = F(t). We need a technical Lemma about the (involved) relationship between I and ≤.

Lemma 18. Let e, e', e" be any terms or types, and t, t' be terms.
(i)   If I(e) = I(e') and e' is Harrop, then e is Harrop.
(ii)  If e ≤ I(e'), then for some e" ≤ e' we have I(e) = I(e").
(iii) If t has context and type both U-free, then I(Fl(I(Fl(t)))) = I(Fl(t)).

Proof.
(i) By Lemma 14.(ii), if e' is Hp. then I(e') = (), U. Therefore I(e) = (), U, and (by 14.(ii) again) e is Hp..
(i) By induction on e'. If e' = a (atom), then e ≤ I(e') = e', and we may choose e" = e ≤ e'. 
If e' = A'¥B' or C'ÆD', then I(e') = I(A'), I(B'), I(A')¥I(B') or I(e') = I(D'), I(C')ÆI(D').
In the subcases I(e') = I(A') (and B' Hp.), I(B') (and A' Hp.), I(D') (and C' or D' Hp.) we have, by ind. hyp. on A', B' C' and e ≤ I(e'), that I(e) = I(e"') for some e"' ≤ A' (or ≤ B', or ≤ D'). In the subcase I(e"') = I(e') = I(D') and D' Hp., by (i) above also e"' is Hp.. If we choose, respectively, e" = e"'¥B' (B' Hp.), A'¥e"' (A' Hp.), C'Æe"' (with C' Hp. or e"' Hp.), we may conclude I(e") = I(e"') = I(e), and e" ≤ e'.
In the subcases I(e') = I(A')¥I(B'), I(C')ÆI(D') we have e = A¥B, CÆD, for some A ≤ I(A'), …, D ≤ I(D'). We apply the ind. hyp. on A', …, D', and, for some A" ≤ A', …, D" ≤ D', we deduce I(A) = I(A"), …, I(D) = I(D"). By (i) above, A is Hp. iff A" is Hp., …, D is Hp. iff D" is Hp.. Therefore, if we choose, respectively, e" = A"¥B", or C"ÆD", then we may deduce I(e) = I(e"). From A" ≤ A', …, D" ≤ D' it follows also e" ≤ e'.
If e' = sA', lxA'.b', f'(a'), <t', u'>, pi,A1',A2'(c'), then we have, respectively
I(e')	= () 	(and A' Hp.)		o.w. sI(A) 
I(e') 	= I(b') 	(and A' or b' Hp.)		o.w. lxI(A).I(b'), 
I(e')	= I(f') 	(and f' or a' Hp.) 		o.w. I(f')(I(a')), 
I(e')	= I(t') 	(and u' Hp.), or 
	= I(u')  	(and t' Hp.)		o.w. <I(t'), I(u')>, 
I(e')	= () 	(and Ai' Hp.), or 
	= I(c') 	(and A3-i' Hp.)    		o.w. pi(I(c')).
In the subcases of the left column, I(e') = (), I(b'), I(f'), I(t'), I(u'), (), I(c'), by ind. hyp. on b', …, c' and e ≤ I(e'), we have I(e) = I(e"') for some e"' ≤ b' or e"' ≤ f' or … or e"' ≤ c'. In the subcases b' Hp. and I(e"') = I(e') = I(b'), or f' Hp. and I(e"') = I(e') = I(f'), by (i) above we also have e"' Hp.. If we choose, respectively
e" = (), lxA'.e"', e"'(a'), <e"', u'>, <t', e"'>, (), e"'
then in all cases we may deduce I(e) = I(e") and e" ≤ e'.
In the remaining subcases, we have e = sA, lxA.b, f(a), <t, u>, pi,A1,A2(c) for some A ≤ I(A'), …, A1 ≤ I(A1'), A2 ≤ I(A2'), c ≤ I(c'). We apply the inductive hypothesis on A', …, c', and we deduce, for some A" ≤ A', …, c" ≤ c', that I(A) = I(A"), …, I(c) = I(c"). By (i) above, A Hp. iff A" Hp., …, c Hp. iff c" Hp.. If we choose, respectively
e" = sA", lxA".b", f"(a"), <t", u">, pi,A1",A2"(c")
then we have I(e) = I(e"). From  A" ≤ A', …, c" ≤ c' it follows also e" ≤ e'.
(ii) Assume t have type A and context G, both U-free, in order to prove I(Fl(I(Fl(t)))) = I(Fl(t)). Let u' = Fl(t), and u = Fl(I(u')) (= Fl(I(Fl(t)))). Then u ≤ I(u') by def. of Fl, and by point (i) above, I(u) = I(u") for some u" ≤ u'.  In the case u" = u', we have I(u) = I(u'), that is, I(Fl(I(Fl(t)))) = I(Fl(u)), as wished. 
In the case u" < u' we will derive a contradiction. u' = Fl(t) is the smallest term ≤ t, among those having type A and all free variables in G. Hence, by Lemma 5.(i), either u" has type A" < A, or, for some xB"ŒFV(u"), we have xBŒG for some B > B". Thus I(u") has either type I(A") ≤I A" < A, or, for some xB"ŒFV(u"), we have xBŒG for some B > B" ≥I I(B"). However, since I(u") = I(u) = I(Fl(I(Fl(t)))) = FL2(t), then, by Theorem 2', I(u") has type A and context G. From this we get A = I(A") and B = I(B"), contradiction indeed, by Lemma 5.(ii), we have either length(A) > length(I(A")) or length(B) > length(I(B")).

The idempotency of Fl, FL now follows easily.

Theorem 3 (Idempotency).
(i) Fl2(t) = Fl(t).
(ii) If t has context and type U-free, then FL2(t) = FL.

Proof.
(i) By definition of Fl, we have Fl2(t) ≤ Fl(t) ≤ t. Since Fl2(t) has the same type and context as t (by Thm. 2), and Fl2(t) ≤ t, then by definition of Fl(t) we also have Fl(t) ≤ Fl2(t). Thus, Fl2(t) = Fl(t) by antisymmetry (Lemma 9).
(ii) By Lemma 18.(ii).

We will now prove that, for several evaluation strategies for l-terms, the Flow map F never makes worser  the space and time complexity of a term. The first step is to fix which evaluation strategies  (e.v. for short) we will investigate, and which space and time measures we consider for a reduction path.

Definition 10. 
(i) L is the e.v. which always chooses the leftmost redex (the redex with leftmost first symbol).
(ii) R is the e.v. which always chooses the rightmost redex.
(iii) B is the e.v. which always choose the shortest reduction sequence to a normal form (the leftmost in the reduction tree, if there is more than one).
(iv) W is the e.v. which always choose the longest reduction sequence to a normal form (the leftmost in the reduction tree, if there is more than one).

We considered only deterministic evaluation strategies. We will denote with t ÆLn u, t ÆRn u that fact that t reduces to u by n steps of the strategy L, R. L is a form of call-by-name (left-to-right) while R is a form of call-by-value (right-to-left). The strategies B, W have a purely theoretical interest we will precise later. We will now define two (rough) space and time measures.

Definition 11. Let t be any term, and S = L, R, B, W be an e.v..
(i)  TimeS(t)   =df the number of reduction steps from t to a normal form, using the strategy S.
(ii) SpaceS(t) =df the maximum size of a term along the reduction path from t to a normal form, using the strategy S.

We will prove TimeS(F(t)) ≤ TimeS(t) and SpaceS(F(t)) ≤ SpaceS(t) for S = L, R. This will means that F never increases space and time complexity for (two forms of) call-by-name and call-by-value strategies.  We will also prove TimeB(F(t)) ≤ TimeB(t), TimeW(F(t)) ≤ TimeW(t). This will means that F never increases the length of the shortest reduction path out of a term, nor the length of the longest reduction path.
TimeS, SpaceS are rough complexity measures, since they implicitly assume that each reduction step takes exactly time 1 and space 0 to be performed. Yet, the use of more sophisticated measures would confirm (and sometime strengthen) our results.

As a first step toward our goal, we will prove that we may «lift» each reduction path out of any t ≤ t' to a reduction path out of t'. We will also prove a kind of commutativity between ≤ and ÆL, ÆR. 

Lemma 19. Let t, t', u, u' be terms.
(i) 	If t ≤ t' and t Æn u, then t' Æn u' for some u' ≥ u.
(ii) 	If t ≤ t' and t' is normal, then t is normal.
(iii) 	If S = L, R, and t ≤ t', and t' ÆSn u', then t ÆS≤n u for some u ≤ u'.
(iv)	If S = L, R, and t ≤ t' and t ÆSn u, then t' ÆS≥n u' for some u' ≥ u.

Proof.
(i) We assume t ≤ t' and t Æ1 u in order to prove t' Æ1 u' for some u' ≥ u (the general thesis will follows by induction on n). We proceed by induction on t.
We have t ≠ (), sA, otherwise t would be normal. If t = lxA.b, f(a), <b, c>, pi(d), then, respectively, t' = lxA'.b', f'(a'), <b', c'>, pni(d'), for some A' ≥ A, …, d' ≥ d. If t is not the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows immediately by the inductive hypothesis on b, f, a, b, c, d.
Assume that t is the redex being reduced. Then t = (lxA.b)(a), pi(<t1, t2>), rec(0, c, f), rec(S(n), c, f), and t' = (lxA'.b')(a'), pi(<t'1,t'2>), rec'(0, c', f'), rec'(S(n'), c', f'), for some A' ≥ A, …, f' ≥ f (we used the fact that 0' ≥ 0, S' ≥ S imply 0' = 0, S' = S). 
We have, respectively, u = b[xA=a], b, ti, c, f(n, rec(n, c, f)). If we put u' = b'[xA'=a'], t'i, c', f'(n', rec'(n', c', f')),  then  t' Æ1 u'. We have still to check u' ≥ u. In the case u' = b'[xA'=a'], we have u ≥ b[xA=a] by Lemma 4.(i). The remaining cases are immediate.
(ii) Let t ≤ t', t' normal, and assume by contradiction that t is not normal. Then t Æ1 u for some u, and therefore  t' Æ1 u' for some u', by point (i) above, contradicting the normality of t'.
(iii) We assume S = L or R, t ≤ t' and t' ÆS1 u' in order to prove t ÆS≤1 u for some u ≤ u' (the general thesis will follows by induction on n). We proceed by induction on t'.
We cannot have t' = (), sA, otherwise t' would be normal. We may also suppose t > () (otherwise, it is enough to choose u = (), and we obtain t ÆS0 u = () ≤ u').  
Assume that t' is not the redex being reduced. If S = L we may have 
t' = lxA'.b'	and b' ÆL1 b1'; 	
t' = f'(a')     	and f' ÆL1  f1', 		or a' ÆL1 a1', and f' normal;
t' = <b', c'>	and b' ÆL1 b1',		or c' ÆL1 c1', and b' normal;
t' = pi(d') 	and d' ÆL1 d1'. 
If instead S = R, then we may have 
t' = lxA'.b'	and b' ÆL1 b1'; 	
t' = f'(a')     	and f' ÆL1  f1', and a' normal 	or a' ÆL1 a1';
t' = <b', c'>	and b' ÆL1 b1', and c' normal	or c' ÆL1 c1';
t' = pi(d') 	and d' ÆL1 d1'. 
Since () < t ≤ t', we deduce t = lxA.b, f(a), <b, c>, pi(d) for some A ≤ A", …, d ≤ d'. In all the twelve cases the thesis follows immediately from the induction hypothesis on A', …, d', and the fact that f' normal, …, c' normal imply, respectively f normal, …, c normal (by point (ii) above).
Suppose now that t' be the redex being reduced. By Lemma 4.(ii), t is a redex with reduct u ≤ u'. We have only to check that t ÆS1 u. If S = L, then the reduction we performed on t is the leftmost, because t is the first redex in t. If S = R, then all immediate subterms of t' are normal, otherwise we cannot perform a rightmost reduction on t' (t' would not be the last redex in t'). In this case, by point (ii) above and the Criterion for ≤, all immediate subterms of t are normal. Thus, the reduction we performed on t is the rightmost.
(iv) It is enough to consider the case n = 1. Let S = L, R, and t ≤ t' and t ÆS1 u, in order to prove t' ÆS≥1 u' for some u' ≥ u. We will proceed  by induction on the number of steps from t' to a normal form. t' cannot be normal, otherwise also t would be normal by (ii) above. Thus, t' ÆS1 v' for some v'. By (iii) above, for some v ≤ v' we have either t = v or t ÆS1 v. In the case t = v, we apply the ind. hyp. on v' ≥ v = t, and we get t' ÆS1 v' ÆS≥1 u', for some u' ≥ u.  In the case t ÆS1 v, since S is deterministic, we must have u = v and we put u' = v'.

We are now able to prove our results in the case of F = Fl.

Theorem 4 (Time and Space bounds, weak form). Let f  NÆN be a closed term, n  N (a denotation in T for) an integer, and F be Fl.
(i) 	Fl does not increase the time complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies L, R, B, W
	TimeL(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeL(f(n))	TimeR(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeR(f(n))    
	TimeB(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeB( f(n))	TimeW(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeW(f(n))
(ii) 	Fl does not increase the space complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies L, R
	SpaceL(F(f)(n)) ≤ SpaceL(f(n))	SpaceR(F(f)(n)) ≤ SpaceR(f(n))    

Proof. 
Let m be the normal form of f(n). We first remark that Fl(f)(n) ≤ f(n). 
(i) f(n) ÆLk m, f(n) ÆRk m imply (by Lemma 19.(iii)) FL(f)(n) ÆL≤k m', Fl(f)(n) ÆR≤k m', for some m' ≤ m. By Lemma 19.(ii), m' ≤ m implies m' normal. This accounts for TimeL(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeL(f(n)), TimeR(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeR(f(n)). 
Take now an minimum k such that f(n) Æk m. By Lemma 4.(iii) FL(f)(n) Æ≤k m', with m' normal because m is. This proves TimeB(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeB( f(n)).
Take now an minimum k such that FL(f)(n) Æk m' and m' normal. By Lemma 19.(i)  we have f(n) Æk m", for some m" ≥ m. The term m" could be either normal or not, but in any case this proves TimeW(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeW(f(n)).
(ii) Assume S = L, R and SpaceS(f(n)) = k. Then, by definition of SpaceS(.), we know that f(n) ÆS u for some u having length k. Therefore, by Lemma 19.(iv), Fl(f)(n) ÆL u' for some u' ≥ u. We have SpaceS(Fl(f)(n)) ≥ length(u') ≥ (by Lemma 5.(ii)) length(u) = k. Q. E. D..

It is interesting to remark that we take the highest advantage out of Fl when (as usually happens) we have an e.s. close to R (more in general, close to call-by-value). This is because we may replace subterms of the form f(a) by f(), and in this case we do not have to evaluate a. Dually, we take the lowest advantage out of Fl when we have an e.s. close to L (more in general, close to call-by-name).
As an example, consider again the term u defined in the example 3. If we evaluate by value, u(n) will compute n times f and n times g, while Fl(u)(n) will  only compute n times f. If, instead, we evaluate by name, both u(n) and Fl(u)(n) will  only compute n times f. 
More in general, let the «head reduction strategy» be the leftmost reduction strategy, stopped as soon as there are no more redexes on the leftmost branch. Then we may prove that pruning does not reduce the number of head reductions, as long as type is preserved

Theorem 5. Let t  A, t'  A'. Suppose t ≤ t', and A be U-free. Then
 t' Æheadn u'   ﬁ   t Æheadn u, for some u ≤ u'.
Proof.
We will prove, by induction on t' that if t ≤ t', t' Æhead1 u', and either A U-free, or the first symbols of t, t' are ≠ (), l, <.,.>, then t Æhead1 u, for some u ≤ u'. The Theorem will follow by induction on n.
We first remark that t ≠ (), either because t has type A and A is U-free, or by hypothesis. Thus, t, t' starts with the same symbol. If t' is the redex being reduced, then by 4.(ii) t is a redex with reduct u ≤ u'. Thus,  t Æhead1 u ≤ u'.
Assume that t' is not the redex being reduced. Then, since the redex being reduced is in the leftmost branch, we may have either
(1) t' = lxA'.b' 	and b' Æhead1 b1', or 
(2) t' = f'(a') 	and f' Æhead1  f1', or 
(3) t' = <c', d'> 	and c' Æhead1 c1', or 
(4) t' = pi(e') 	and e' Æhead1 e1'.
In the cases (1), (3), we have resp. t = lxA.b for some A ≤ A', b ≤ b', and t = <c, d> for some c ≤ c', d ≤ d'. Since the first symbols of t, t' are not ≠ l, <.,.>, then by hypothesis A is U-free. This implies that the types of b, c, being subtypes of A, are still U-free. By ind. hyp. on b, c we deduce b Æhead1 b1 ≤ b1',  c Æhead1 c1 ≤ c1'. We conclude t Æhead1 u ≤ u', for some u.
In the cases (2), (4), we have resp. t = f(a) for some f ≤ f', a ≤ a', and t = pi(e) for some e ≤ e'. In the case (2), the first symbol of f cannot be (), <.,.> (otherwise f(a) would not be well-formed), neither l (otherwise f(a) would be a redex, against our assumption). In the case (4), the first symbol of e cannot be (), l (otherwise pi(e) would not be well-formed), neither <.,.> (otherwise pi(e) would be a redex, against our assumption). In all cases, by ind. hyp. on f, e, we deduce f Æhead1 f1 ≤ f1',  e Æhead1 e1 ≤ e1'. We conclude t Æhead1 u ≤ u', for some u, Q. E. D.. 

This fact was first conjectured by T. Coquand. The Theorem implies TimeL(Fl(f)(n)) = TimeL(f(n)), because head reduction and L coincide on Fl(f)(n), f(n)  N (and N is U-free).
However, in practice Fl decreases space and time consume also when we use a call-by-name strategy. Indeed, even if F(f)(n), f(n) require the same number of steps to normalize, each single reduction step requires less time and space (in general) on F(f)(n) than on f(n). And the space comsume is cut down anyway, even if we evaluate by name; that is, in general we have SpaceL(Fl(f)(n)) < SpaceL(f(n)). Besides, TimeL(Fl(f)(n)) = TimeL(f(n)) is a pathologic characteristic of Fl only. If we remove the U's left in Fl(f) by pruning, that is, if we use FL instead of Fl, then we have TimeL(FL(f)(n)) < TimeL(f(n)) in general. Considering the example 3 once more, the reader could check that FL(u)(n) requires less steps of u(n), even on call-by-name. Last but not least, let us remark that real evaluation strategies are much closer to call-by-value (where the advantage of F is maximum) than to call-by-name (where the advantage of F is minimum).

In the remaining of this section, we will check that the complexity results proved for the map Fl holds also for FL. We will do it into three steps. We will first study the positions of Harrop expressions inside a term. Then we will prove an analogous of Lemma 19 for the relation ≤I. Eventually, we will check the inequalities of Theorem 3 for the map I. Since FL = I ˚ Fl, this will imply that they hold for FL, too.
In order to study the Harrop expressions connectives in a term, we need the definitions

Definition 12. 
(i)   Let h be any Harrop term, and H any Harrop type. A degenerated connective is either a type of the form [.]¥H,   H¥[.],   HÆ[.], or a term of the form
   lxH.[.],   <[.], h>,   <h, [.]>,   [.](h),    p1,A1,H([.]),   p2,H,A2([.])
containing a «hole» [.].
(ii)  A type A is degenerated iff A = k[B], for some deg. conn. k and some B.
(iii) An envelope is a term C[x] = k1[… kn[x]…], for some deg. conn. k1, …, kn.

Any degenerated connective k may be considered as a new derived unary connective of T. The appellative «degenerated» comes from the fact that any type k[A] is set-theoretically isomorphic to A. I removes degenerated connectives if k[e] is any expression, then I(k[e]) = I(e). We may partially characterize ≤I in term of degenerated connectives

Lemma 20. Let t, t', t", u, u', u" be any terms, k any degenerated connective, and C[x] any envelope. Suppose ti, t'i, t"i denote the ith immediate subexpression of t, t', t".
(i) Assume t ≤I t' and t' be U-free. Then
- either t' = k[t"], for k and some t" ≥I t', or
- t', t start with the same symbol, and, for all i, t'i is not Harrop and t'i ≥I ti.
(ii) Assume t ≤I t' and t' be U-free. Then t' = C[t"], for C[x] and some t" ≥I t', and t", t start with the same symbol, and, for all i, t"i is not Harrop and t"i ≥I ti.
(iii) If C[xA]  B, and both A, B are not degenerated, then C[xA] Æ xA (hence A = B).
(iv) Assume t ≤I t' and t' be U-free. Let t be a redex with reduct u. Then t' Æ≥1 u', for some u' ≥I u. 

Proof. (i) Let us first remark that no subexpression e of t may be either (), U, or ≤I of any Harrop subexpression of t'. Otherwise, by Lemma 15.(ii), (iv), e would be Harrop, hence not U-free. This rules out some possibilities for t ≤I t'. The remaining possibilities for t ≤I t', according to def. 9, are
(1) 	t = sA,   	lxA.b, 	f(a), 	<c, d>, 	pi,A1,A2(e)
	t' = sA', 	lx'A'.b, 	f'(a'), 	<c',d'>, 	pi,A'1,A'2(e'), 
with A' ≥I A, b' ≥I b, f' ≥I f, a' ≥I a, c' ≥I c, d' ≥I d, e' ≥I e, A'j ≥I  Aj for j = 1, 2;
(2) 	t = b, 	f, 	c, 	d, 	e, 
	t' = lx'H.b', 	f'(h), 	<c', h>,	<h, d'>, 	p1,A'1,A'2(e'),
with, respectively, b' ≥I b, f' ≥I f, c' ≥I c, d' ≥I d, e' ≥I e, and h, H, A'3-i Hp..
In case (1) the ith component of t' is ≥I of the ith component of t. In case (2) we have t ≤I t' = k[t"], for some degenerated connectives k and some t" such that t ≤I t". 
(ii) By induction on t', using (i) above.
(iii) Assume C[xA]  B. Following Prawitz classification ([Pra65]), we may divide the deg. conn. for terms into introductions, lxH.[.], <[.], h>, <h,[.]>, of, respectively, the deg. conn. for types HÆ[.], [.]¥H, H¥[.], and into the corresponding eliminations, [.](h), p1,A1,H([.]), p2,H,A2([.]). By Prawitz result on normal forms, we deduce C[xA] Æ* C'[xA] = k1[… km[k1'[… kp'[xA]…]]…]  B for some m, p, some introductions k1, …, km, and some eliminations k1', … , kp'. If m ≠ 0, then B starts with the deg. conn. introduced by k1, and it is degenerated; if p ≠ 0, then A starts with the deg. conn. eliminated by kp' and it is degenerated, too. If both A, B are not degenerated, then m = p = 0 and C[xA] Æ* C'[x] = x.
(iv) If t is a redex with reduct u, then t = (lxA.b)(a), pi,A1,A2(<t1, t2>), rec(0)(a)(f), rec(S(n))(a)(f), and u = b[xA=a], ti, a, f(n)(rec(a)(f)). By applying several times Lemma 20.(ii), we obtain for t' the expression t' = C[t"], with
 t" = 	C1[lxA'.b'](a'), 
	pi,A1',A2' (C2[<t'1, t'2>]), 
	C3[C4[C5[rec'](0')](c')](f'), 
	C6[C7[C8[rec'](C9[S'](n'))](c')](f'), 
for some non-Harrop expressions A' ≥I A, b' ≥I b, …, rec' ≥I rec, c' ≥I c, f' ≥I f, and some envelopes C1[xD1]  E1,  …, C9[xD9]  E9. We first remark that 0' ≥I 0, S' ≥I S imply 0' = 0, S' = S. We now claim for each i, the types Di, Ei are non degenerated. 
From the Claim, by Lemma 20.(iii) we conclude Ci [x] Æ* x for each i. Thus, t" Æ* (lxA'.b')(a'), p2i(<t'1, t'2>), rec'(0')(a')(f'), rec'(S'(n'))(a')(f') Æ1 b[xA=a], ti, a, f(n)(rec(a)(f)) ≥I u, (by Lemma 17.(i)). Thus, t' = C[t"] Æ≥1 C[u"] ≥I u, Q. E. D.. 
Proof of the Claim. C1 has type non deg., otherwise a' would be Harrop. The type of the argument of C1 is non deg., otherwise A' would be Harrop. A similar argument applies for C2. 
C5 has type non deg., otherwise 0' would be Hp. The type of the argument of C5 is non deg., because rec'  N,F',(F'ÆF')ÆF' for some F'. F' is not Hp., otherwise rec' would be Hp.. Hence, by Lemma 20.(iii), C5[rec'](0') Æ* rec'(0)  F',(F'ÆF')ÆF', and also the argument of C4 has a non -deg. type. The type of C4 is  non -deg., otherwise c' would be Hp.. Thus, by Lemma 20.(iii), C4[C5[rec'](0')](c') Æ* rec'(0)(c')  (F'ÆF')ÆF', and also the argument of C3 has a non -deg. type. The type of C3 is not deg., otherwise f' would be Hp.. A similar argument applies to C6, …, C9.


We may now prove an analogous of Lemma 19 for the relation ≤I. 

Lemma 21. Let t, u be U-free terms. Suppose t', u' be terms.
(i)	t ≤I t' and t Æn u 	ﬁ t' Æ≥n u', 	for some u' ≥I u.
(ii) 	t ≤I t' and t' is normal 	ﬁ t is normal.
(iii) 	S = L, R, and t ≤I t' and t' ÆSn u' 	ﬁ t ÆS≤n u, 	for some u ≤I u'.
(iv)	S = L, R, and t ≤I t' and t ÆSn u 	ﬁ t' ÆS≥n u', 	for some u' ≥I u.

Proof.
(i) We assume t U-free, t ≤I t', and t Æ1 u, in order to prove t' Æ≥1 u' for some u' ≥I u (the general thesis will follows by induction on n). We proceed by principal induction on t and secondary on t'.
We have t ≠ sA, otherwise t would be normal. If t' = k[t"], for some deg. k and some t" ≥I t', then by secondary induction hypothesis we have t" Æ≥1 u" for some u" ≥I u, hence t' = k[t"] Æ≥1 k[u"] ≥I u. Otherwise, by Lemma 20.(i), t, t' start with the same symbol, and the ith component of t' is not Hp., and it is  ≥I of the ith component of t.
Let t = lxA.b, f(a), <b, c>, pi,A1,A2(d). Then we have, respectively, t' = lxA'.b', f'(a'), <b', c'>, pi,A1',A2'(d'), for some A' ≥I A, …, d' ≥I d. If t is not the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows immediately by the inductive hypothesis on b, f, a, b, c, d. If t is the redex being reduced, then the thesis follows by Lemma 20.(iv).
(ii) Let t U-free, t ≤I t', t' normal, and assume by contradiction that t is not normal. Then t Æ1 u for some u, and therefore  t' Æ≥1 u' for some u', by point (i) above. This contradicts the normality of t'.
(iii) We assume S = L or R, t U-free, t ≤I t' and t' ÆS1 u' in order to prove t ÆS≤1 u for some u ≤I u' (the general thesis will follows by induction on n). We proceed by induction on t'.
Let ti, t'i be the ith immediate subterms of t, t'. By Lemma 20.(i), either t' = k[t"], for some deg. conn. k and some t" ≥I t, or, for all i, t'i is not Hp., and t'i ≥I ti.
Assume t' = k[t"] and t" ≥I t. If the first (last) redex of t' belongs to k[x], then it is the first (last) in k[x], and we have u' = k1[t"] and k[x] ÆS1 k1[x]. In this case u' = k1[t"] ≥I t. We may choose u = t ≤I u', and we obtain t ÆS0 u.If instead the first (last) redex of t' belongs to t", then it is the first (last) in t", and we have u' = k[u"] and t" ÆS1 u". In the second case, by ind. hyp. on t", we have t ÆS≤1 u, for some u ≤I u". Also in this case u ≤I k[u"] = u'.
Assume instead that, for all i, t'i is not Hp., and t'i ≥I ti. We have t' ≠ sA, otherwise t' would be normal. Thus t = lxA.b, f(a), <b, c>, pi,A1,A2(d), and respectively, t' = lxA'.b', f'(a'), <b' , c'>, pi,A1',A2'(d'), for some non-Hp. expressions A' ≥I A, …, d' ≥I d. 
Suppose t' not be the redex being reduced. If S = L we may have 
t' = lxA'.b'	and b' ÆL1 b1'; 	
t' = f'(a')     	and f' ÆL1  f1', 		or a' ÆL1 a1', and f' normal;
t' = <b', c'>	and b' ÆL1 b1',		or c' ÆL1 c1', and b' normal;
t' = pi(d') 	and d' ÆL1 d1'. 
If instead S = R, then we may have 
t' = lxA'.b'	and b' ÆL1 b1'; 	
t' = f'(a')     	and f' ÆL1  f1', and a' normal 	or a' ÆL1 a1';
t' = <b', c'>	and b' ÆL1 b1', and c' normal	or c' ÆL1 c1';
t' = pi(d') 	and d' ÆL1 d1'. 
In all the twelve cases the thesis follows immediately from the induction hypothesis on A', … , d', and the fact that f' normal, …, c' normal imply, respectively f normal, …, c normal (by point (ii) above).
Suppose t' be the redex being reduced. By Lemma 16, and the fact that a', A3-i' are not Hp., t is a redex with reduct u ≤I u'. If S = L, then the reduction t Æ1 u ≤I u' is the leftmost, because t is the first redex in t. If S = R, then all t'i are normal, otherwise t' Æ1 u' would not be rightmost (t' would not be the last redex in t'). By assumption, ti ≤I t'i, hence by (ii) above all ti are normal. Therefore also the reduction t Æ1 u ≤I u' is rightmost.
(iv) The proof of this point runs as the proof of Lemma 19.(iv) (with ≤I in the place of ≤).

We are now ready to prove for FL the same complexity results we proved for Fl in Theorem 4.

Theorem 4' (Time and Space bounds, strong form).
Let f  NÆN be a closed term, n  N (a denotation for) an integer, and F be FL.
(i) 	FL does not increase the time complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies L, R, B, W
	TimeL(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeL(f(n))	TimeR(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeR(f(n))    
	TimeB(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeB( f(n))	TimeW(F(f)(n)) ≤ TimeW(f(n))
(ii) 	FL does not increase the space complexity of f w.r.t. the strategies L, R
	SpaceL(F(f)(n)) ≤ SpaceL(f(n))	SpaceR(F(f)(n)) ≤ SpaceR(f(n))    

Proof.
We first prove the same six inequalities for the map I. Let g  NÆN. Then TimeS(I(g)(n)) ≤ TimeS(g(n)), for S = L, R, B, W, and SpaceS(I(g)(n)) ≤ SpaceS(g(n)) for S = L, R follows by, respectively, the Lemmas 21.(iii), 21.(iii), 17.(ii), 21.(i), 21.(iv), 21.(iv). Now we may derive the six inequalities for the map FL = I ˚ Fl by putting g = Fl(f), and using the corresponding six inequalities of Theorem 4.

The remaining sections are discoursive. We will discuss the results of the paper, and introduce an algorithm to compute FL.


§ 8. Possible applications of the map FL.
In this section we consider the possibility of defining FL on an extended version of Gödel's T, more similar to a real programming language. 

We know (Theorems 2' and 4') that FL preserves the input/output behaviour of a term, and that FL does not increase space and time complexity of a term. This means that to replace t by FL(t) is an optimization (or, in the worst case, is not a loss). 
If we want to really use FL, the first step is to extend the system T to a language both expressive and efficient. In order to do so, we first have to extend the set of atoms (which for T consists of N alone) in order to consider more Data Types, like Booleans, Integers in binary form, Lists, Trees, … 
For each new Data Type, at very least we should add the corresponding constructors (true, false for Booleans, nil and cons for Lists, …) and recursors (the conditional ifBool,A,AÆA for Booleans,  the recursor on lists for Lists, …), together with their higher order algebraic reductions. For  a detailed description of such constructors and recursors, we refer to [CoMo89].New Data Type are not enough to achieve efficiency we should also add primitive operators, in form of constants, for the most commonly used functions. In the case of integer only, we should have primitive operators for  
sum, product, integer substruction and division and square root, modulo, …. 
If f  a1, …, anÆa is a primitive operator, then we should add the algebraic rule f(a1, …, an) Æ1 a, for all closed normal a  a, and all closed normal a1, …, an such that the value of f(a1, …, an) is a. Such set of algebraic reduction rules describes f, but not the steps required to compute it (f is rather computed by library functions, for efficiency).
For efficiency again, we should express as new constants the particular cases of primitive recursion of most frequent use. They are iteration, predecessor and the «zero» test. They may be expressed by the constants itN,A,(AÆA)ÆA, predN,A,(NÆA)ÆA, zero?N,A,AÆA, and by the reduction rules
it(0, a, f)	Æ a, 	it(S(n), a, f) 		Æ f(it(n, a, f))
pred(0, a, f) 	Æ a,	pred(S(n), a, f) 		Æ f(n)
zero?(0, a, f) 	Æ a,	zero?(S(n), a, f) 	Æ f
Compared with recN,A,(N,AÆA)ÆA, having the reduction rules
rec(0, a, f)	Æ a, 	rec(S(n), a, f) 		Æf(a,rec(n,a,f))
it, pred, zero? appear as particular cases, when the parameter f  N, AÆA does not depend on the argument n  N, on the argument a  A, or on both. The constants it, pred, zero? may be defined in term of rec, but it is more efficient to consider them as primitive operators.

We may now ask do the results of this paper extend to a system with more algebraic constants and reductions, like the one we just outlined? The answer is yes. Indeed, in the proofs of this paper we used only a few properties of system T depending on the choice of the algebraic constants and rules. Three of them concerned normalization and normal forms
	(i) the system is Strongly Normalizing and Church-Rosser 	(Thm. 0);
	(ii) closed normal terms having an atomic type are algebraic 	(Lemma 0.(ii));
	(iii) algebraic terms are either equal to () or U-free 		(Lemma 0.(iii));
and three others the relationship among ≤ , ≤I and algebraic constants and reductions
	(iv) if cA, cB are constants of our system, then also cinf(A, B) is 	(Lemma 11);
	(v) algebraic reductions may be «lowered», i.e., for any algebraic reduction Ær
	a' Ær b', 	a' ≥ a ≠ ()	ﬁ a Ær b, for some b ≤ b' 	(Lemma 3), 
	a' Ær b', 	a' ≥I a ≠ ()	ﬁ a Ær b, for some b ≤I b' 	(Lemma 16.(iii))
	(vi) algebraic reductions may be «lifted», i.e., for any algebraic reduction Ær
 	a Ær b, 	a ≤ a'	ﬁ a' Ær b', for some b' ≥ b 	(Lemma 19.(i)) 
	a Ær b, 	a ≤I a'	ﬁ a' Æ≥1 b', for some b' ≥I b	(Lemma 17.(ii))
For all algebraic extensions of T which satisfy (i) - (vi) we may prove all the results of this paper. In particular, the algebraic extension T' of T we just outlined satisfied (i) - (vi). Thus, FL is an optimization map for  T', too.

More simplifications are possible. We know that iteration, predecessor and zero? are degenerated cases of rec, to be preferred to it whenever possible, because they are cheaper. We would like, say, that FL simplify rec(n, a, f) to it(n, a, f), when it discover that f does not depend on n. This may be achieved by adding the constants
rec' ∫ recN,A,(U,AÆA)ÆA,     rec" ∫ recN,A,(N,UÆA)ÆA,     rec"' ∫ recN,A,(U,UÆA)ÆA
for the degenerate cases of recursion. They correspond, respectively, to itN,A,(AÆA)ÆA, predN,A,(NÆA)ÆA, zero?N,A,AÆA. The reduction rules for the degenerated rec are 
rec'(0, a, f)   Æ a, 	rec'(S(n), a, f) 	Æ f()(rec'(n,a,f))
rec"(0, a, f)  Æ a,	rec"(S(n), a, f) 	Æ f(n)()
rec"'(0, a, f) Æ a,	rec'"(S(n), a, f) 	Æ f()()
The constants rec', rec", rec"' are degenerate and should be removed by I. Thus, we should add to definition of I the clauses I(rec') = it, I(rec") = pred, I(rec"') = zero?. 
Also this further extension of T, call it T", satisfies the condition (i) - (v). Hence FL is an optimization map for T". The reader could check that if u = rec(n, a, lm.f), and n  N, a  A, f   AÆA are variables, then Fl(u) = rec'(n, a, lxU.f), and FL(u) = it(n, a, f).

We may now ask on which programs it is really convenient to use FL. We already remarked this is not convenient for hand-written programs. 
The original motivation for defining FL (and the only application for it we studied up to now) was instead to simplify the programs we may generate by automatic translation from first order constructive proofs. We will include no more details here, rather we refer to Mohring [Mo89], for an exaustive explanation of the topic.
What matters here, is that the program we obtain in this way (as in general those we obtain by automatic translation from a language to another) are cluttered with large removable parts, and some pruning is a must if we want to get a feasible program. In the existing implementations, the user supply «marks» on the parts of the l-term (s)he want to remove, and the system prunes the marked parts (or reports a mistake if consistency of typing is not preserved). In a sense, pruning is done «manually». This a time-consuming task, even if it is straightforward. 
FL could be used to perform such task in a purely automatic way. FL seems to work well in a «toy» implementation we did in order to experiment it. In the next section we will describe  the algorithm we implemented in order to compute FL.


§ 9. An algorithm to prune l-terms.
In this section we will describe an algorithm to compute the map FL(t). The algorithm uses automatic propagation of Mohring's marking of a term ([Mo89]). 

Through this section, we assume that the reader be familiar with the typechecking algorithm for simply typed l-calculus. All proofs in this section are either skipped, or just sketched.
For the rest of the section, let u denote a term with type B and context G, both U-free. In order compute FL(u) = I(Fl(t)), it is enough to provide an algorithm to compute Fl(u), since the computation of the map I is clearly a minor trick. Several algorithm may be proposed, but we will describe only the one actually implemented. We called it Flow Algorithm, because it bears some resemblance with the Data Flow algorithm used in Compiler theory.
The Flow algorithm works with l-terms in tree form. We consider trees fully decorated with typing informations. We decorate each node of the tree with the type of the corresponding subterm. We also put the context of the term as side information at the root of the tree. For instance, if the l-term is (lxa.lyb.xa)(aa)(bb)  A, in the context G = {aa, bb}, then its tree form and its fully decorated tree forms are
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In tree form, type labels are only on leaves (below constants and variables), while in fully decorated tree form they are everywhere. Following an idea of Ch. Mohring, we will represent pruning by putting a «mark» on each atom occurring in the fully decorated tree form. We will mark «r» the atoms we want to replace by U, and «c» the atoms we want to keep. We do not mark U itself, since it makes no difference to keep it or to replace it by U. We denote markings by M, M', …. Eventually, everything marked «r» will be replaced by U. We will replace by U also all the expressions which are Harrop w.r.t. a given marking assignment M. Harrop expressions are defined in this way

(i) Let M be any marking, ar be any atom marked «r» and ≠ U, and A any type. Then M-Harrop types are inductively defined as follows
H	= U | ar | H¥H | AÆH
(ii) M-Harrop terms are the terms having an M-Harrop type.

Clearly, «being M-Harrop» is a decidable predicate. If we want to replace a type by U, it is enough to put the mark «r» on all its atoms ≠ U. In such a way the type becomes Harrop, and it will be replaced by U. If we want to replace a term by (), it is enough to put the mark «r» on all the atoms ≠ U of its type.
We will now introduce some terminology and notation for markings, and quote some of their properties. After such digression, we will be able to explain how to use markings to compute Fl(u). 

Denote by FlM(u) the term obtained by replacing with (), U all maximal M-Harrop subexpressions of u.  FlM(u) is computable because «being M-Harrop» is a decidable predicate. A marking M on u is consistent  iff FlM(u) is well-typed. A marking M is canonical if it assigns no «c's» inside an M-Harrop expression in u, G (such «c's» are of no use, since, eventually, M-Harrop expressions will be removed). A marking M is saturated if it is both consistent and canonical. For instance, M1 , M2 (see below) are two examples of assignments of r, c, both concerning the term (lxa.lyb.xa)(aa)(bb). M1 is inconsistent but canonical, while M2 is consistent and canonical, hence saturated
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Let us check, say, that M1 is inconsistent, while M2 is consistent. Denote (lxa.lyb.xa)(aa, bb) with u. Then FlM1(u) is not well-formed, while
FlM2(u)   =   (lxa.lxU.xa)(aa)()   ≤   (lxa.lyb.xa)(aa)(bb).

Consider any term u with context G. We call a binder of u, G any yBŒG and any lxA. … in u. If M is any marking on u, G and cA is any constant occurring in u, we define the trace of M on cA by 
M(cA)	=df M«{the occurences of atoms in A}
We may now characterize saturation w.r.t. the typechecking algorithm.

Saturation Criterion. A canonical marking M of u, G is consistent (hence saturated) iff 
(1) any two atoms matched during the typechecking of u have the same marking, unless
- one of them occurs in some binder of u, G;
- the other one in some M-Harrop variable (free or bound) of u.
(2) M(cA) is consistent, for any constant cA occurring in u.

Intuitively, the Criterion may be explained as follows. The term u is well-typed iff any two atoms matched during its typechecking are equal. When we compute FlM(u), we replace by U all atoms ≠ U marked «r». And FlM(u) is well-typed iff any two atoms matched during its typechecking are equal. This suggest the following condition, sufficient for FlM(u) to be well-typed
if we remove an atom ≠ U from u, we should remove also any other atom matched with it during the typechecking of u.
That is, if we mark «r» a atom in u, we have to mark «r» any atom matched with it during the typechecking of u. This condition is not necessary. It becomes necessary if relaxed as follows. If lxAt is any subterm of u, each atom in xA is matched with the atoms in the same position of each xAŒFV(t). Yet, if xAŒFV(t) is M-Harrop, it will be removed in FlM(u). Therefore, in this case, we do not have to check if two matched atoms are marked in the same way. The same reasoning applies to any yBŒFV(t) and its binder yBŒG. This should explain condition (1). 
Condition (2) is added because, in order to have FlM(u) well-formed, it is not enough that it be well-typed. We also want that each constant in FlM(u) be a constant of our system. And this is exactly what «M(cA) consistent» means.

A order on the set of canonical markings is
M Õ M' iff each c assigned by M is assigned by M', too.
For instance, in the picture above we have M1 Õ M2. If M is any canonical marking, we call saturation of M the smallest saturated marking M'   M. Call saturated a pruning t of u iff the only Harrop subexpressions of t are (), U. We claim that the map M |-> FlM(u) is an isomorphism, between the set of saturated markings over u, and the set of saturated pruning of u. In other words
- if M, M' are saturated, then FlM(u), FlM'(u) are saturated, and FlM(u) ≤ FlM'(u) iff M Õ M'; 
- if t is saturated and t ≤ u , then t = FlM(u) for some saturated M.
Because of such isomorphism, marking is an alternative (and equivalent) approach to pruning. 

We have now all the ingredients we need, and we may to explain how to compute Fl(u). Recall that we assumed u  B in the context G, and B, G be U-free. Denote by MB,G the assignment which assigns «c» to each atom ≠ U occurring in B, G, and «r» elsewhere. MB,G is canonical, but in general not consistent. We claim that the saturation of MB,G corresponds, through the isomorphism M |-> FlM(u), to the smallest pruning t of u having type B and context G; that is, that it corresponds to Fl(u). Thus, in order to computing Fl(u), we will first compute the saturation of MB,G, and then Fl(u) from it.
In order to compute the saturation of a marking, we need an additional data structure, the «adiacence graph». An «adiacence graph» for u, G is any graph G whose points are the atoms, the free or bound variables of u, and the binders in u, G. Intuitively, an edge between two atoms in G will mean that such atoms are matched during the typechecking of u. And an edge between a variable and a binder will mean that the variable is bound by it. We will now build an adiacence graph for u, G. Then, using it, we will compute the saturation of M.

Algorithm 1 (Adiacence algorithm). Input u, G. Output an adiacence graph G for u, G.
(i)   Start with G = the adiacence graph for u, G with no edges.
(ii)  Add to G an edge between any bound variable xA of u and its binder lxA….  in u .
(iii) Add to G an edge between any free variable xA of u and its binder xAŒG.
(iv) Pick up any subterm of u having one of the following four shapes

        t  B	f  CÆD   a  C	a1  A1          a2  A2	  t  B1¥B2
__________	____________ 	________________	_________
lxA.t  AÆB	      f(a)  D	<a1, a2>  A1¥A2	pi(t)  Bi

Then for i = 1, …, (number of atoms in A) do
    add to G an edge between the two atoms in ith position in the two A's.
Then do the same for all other types in the above picture (B, C, D, A1, A2, Bi).
(v) Repeat (iv) until all subterms of u (except the constants and the variables) have been visited. Then return G.

Using the adiacence graph built by Algorithm 1, we may reformulate the Saturation Criterion as follows. A canonical marking M is saturated iff
(a) for all atoms a, b, if there is an edge in G between a, b, then they are marked in the same way;
(b) for any free or bound variable xA of u, not M-Harrop in u, if xAŒG or lxA.… is the binder linked to it in G, then any two atoms in the same positions in the two A's are marked in the same way;
(c) M(cA) is consistent for any constant cA occurring in u.

 In order to saturate a marking M, we should add the minimum of marks «c» required in order to satisfy the clauses (a), (b), (c). 
To satisfy (a), we should repeatedly mark «c» all atoms connected by some edge in G to some atom marked «c». 
To satisfy (b), we pick up any free or bound variable xA in u, and its binder xAŒG or lxA.… We check if A is M-Harrop. If it is not, and a, b are any two atoms in the same positions in the two A's, we should have a, b marked in the same way. In order to do it, we should add to G an edge between a, b. 
To take care of clause (c), we suppose to be able to compute the saturation of M if u is a constant (we leave the design of such subroutine to the reader).
The above considerations suggest the following algorithm

Algorithm 2 (Saturation Algorithm). 
Input Any canonical marking M0 on u, G. Output the saturation M of M0.
(i) Build the adiacence graph G of u, G. Put M = M0. 
(ii) At each step, choose one of the following operations
	(a) Either pick up any atom a marked «c», and any edge in G from a to some b. 
	     Remove the mark of b, and mark b with «c» in M.
	     Remove from G the edge between a, b.
 	(b) Or pick up, in u, any free or bound variable xA.
	     Pick up, in G, the edge (if any) from xA to some binder xAŒG or lxA…. in u.
	     Check if the variable xA is M-Harrop. If it is not, then
    	         For i = 1, …, (number of atoms in A) do
	            add to G an edge between the two atoms in ith position in the two xA's. 
	         Eventually, remove from G the edge between the two xA's.
	(c) Or pick up any constant cA in u such that M(cA) is inconsistent, and saturate M(cA).
(iii) Stop and return M when neither (a) nor (b) nor (c) may be executed any more. 

Lemma 22 (Correctness). Let M0 be any canonical marking. The Saturation algorithm indeed compute the saturation of M0.

Proof Hint. Using the definition of M-Harrop check that, at each step, M is canonical. Check, using the Saturation Criterion, that at each step M0 Õ M Õ M', for all saturated M'   M0. Prove, using the Saturation Criterion again, that if the algorithm ends, then M is also consistent, hence it is the saturation of M0. Then prove that the algorithm eventually ends, using
- principal induction on the number of edges between variables, 
- secondary induction on (number of the other edges) + (number of atoms marked «r»). 

FL(u) may now be computed from the saturation of MB,G, as follows

Algorithm 3 (the Flow Algorithm). Input u  B, G. Output FL(u).
(a) Start with
      M = MB,G   
(b) Saturate M;
(c) Return I(FlM(u)).

Example 5. 
(i) Check, using the algorithms 1, 2, that the saturation of M1 is M2.
(ii) Check, using the algorithm 3, that if u = (lxa.lyb.xa)(aa, bb)  a and G = {aa, bb,} then FL(u) =  (lxa.xa)(aa). (Hint Ma,G = M1 ; now use (i) above). 
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